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Executive Summary Managed lanes have been implemented across the nation in various forms in an effort to increase efficiency and mobility on existing roadway networks. Depending on the type of restrictions implemented, managed lanes include exclusive lanes like bus or truck lanes, separation or bypass lanes, dual-use lanes, High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes, and value price or High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes. Under the context of HOV and HOT, a more concise way to describe these managed lanes is as a freeway within a freeway where lanes are reserved for particular groups of vehicles and are separated by the other General Purpose Lanes (GPLs). Dynamically priced HOT lanes have been recently added to the traffic operations arsenal in an attempt to preserve infrastructure investment in the future by maintaining a control on demand. This study focuses on operational and design features of HOT lanes. HOT lanes’ mobility and safety are heavily contingent on the design of zones (“gates”) that drivers use to merge in or out of the facility.  This can be attributed to the large speed differential that is observed between the HOT lane and its adjacent lane during traffic peak periods. Existing methodologies for the design of access zones are limited to engineering judgment or studies that take into consideration undersized amount of observations. Case in point is the fact that the design philosophes between the two HOT facilities in Minnesota are diametrically opposed. Specifically, the I-394 freeway, the first dynamically priced HOT lane, was designed with a closed access philosophy, meaning that for the greater length of the roadway access to the HOT lane is restricted with only specific short-length sections where access is allowed. In contrast I-35W, the second HOT corridor, was designed with an open access philosophy where lane changes between the HOT and the GPLs are allowed everywhere except for a few specific locations. Naturally this contradiction generated questions as to which design method is better and more importantly what are the safety and mobility considerations in each case. This project was established to investigate these considerations, and since the two philosophes are different cases based on design preference, mainly to the level of service the facility owner wants to provide to the users, the second objective of the study was the creation of separate design tools for each alternative. In both cases, the approach was to decompose the studied phenomena in a manner that closely approximates reality. Shockwave characteristics were utilized as surrogates of both safety and mobility. Shockwave length was selected as a surrogate of safety and shockwave frequency as a surrogate for mobility. The two facilities of I-394 and I-35W have been operating with no great safety or operational concerns; therefore, this study looked deeper into patterns of shockwave activity to uncover differences between the two design philosophies and potentially uncover areas of improvement now or in the future. With the help of MnDOT’s Regional Traffic Management Center surveillance infrastructure combined with the advanced detection and measurement capabilities of the Minnesota Traffic Observatory (MTO) the length and breadth of the two corridors was observed and analyzed. For brevity, this report 
 
 
concentrates only on the locations where mobility and safety patterns of interest were observed. These included four locations on I-35W and one location on I-394.  The first area of interest is on I-35W northbound between the Burnsville Pkwy and Cliff Road interchanges. This area is experiencing severe recurring congestion on the GPLs and has a large proportion of the entrance ramp volume heading for the HOT. Given the existing utilization on the HOT, the shockwaves observed, although large, have not generated any crashes. This can change if the utilization of the HOT lane increases following changes in the pricing algorithm or on the market characteristics of HOT demand. In addition, aggressive behavior by the commuter buses entering the freeway in this location accounts for a large number of the inappropriate lane changes observed. Considering mitigation strategies for this location, keeping in mind that they are not immediately needed, a first suggestion is to target bus driver behavior, requesting that bus drivers join the HOT less aggressively or a little later (after the Cliff Road bottleneck).  Given that the demand on the intersecting roadways will not decline in the future, if the utilization of the HOT increases, there may be a need to restrict access to the HOT lane between TH-13 and Black Dog Road. This will hurt the service offered by the HOT so it should be considered only if conditions deteriorate significantly. The second area of interest in northbound I-35W lies between 46th Street and 42nd Street closer to downtown Minneapolis. This last segment of open access delivered a very large amount of flow breakdowns numerically as well as a percent of the general lane change activity. This area is the last chance for vehicles to join the HOT and is an area where it would be very difficult to further restrict access. Specifically a large portion of the HOT traffic in the afternoon originates from the 46th Street ramp, which is already in the midst of the problem. If a closed access design were followed, there would still be the need for a gate north of 46th Street, generating the same issues we observe today. Restricting access south of 46th Street will not change the outlook much. A closer study of the origins of the demand on the HOT at this point could reveal some possible compromises.  On the southbound direction of I-35W there are two areas that could compromise safety and mobility.  One is in the area of 98th Street and the other is the area of Blackdog Road.  Although the congestion observed south of 98th Street (location 6101 SB) is a rare occurrence, it happens and when it does it generates quantifiable issues on the HOT.  As seen in the following figure, it generated some of the biggest shockwaves among all locations on I-35W during all of the observed days.  For the foreseeable future this is a location that needs to be watched for signs of deterioration.  The areas close to the start of the open access south of I-494 (locations 6131 SB and 6130 SB) are operating fine today but are a good example of how the situation can change with the addition of just a few more vehicles in the HOT. The absolute values of the lengths of the waves signal a good standing in terms of safety, but if we take into account the high lane change activity of this segment, a future increase of vehicles on the HOT facility could result in greater disturbances.  The allowed access area around Louisiana Ave on the eastbound is the only area of interesting activity on I-394. This is the second to last gate before the HOT enters the 
 
 
barrier separated reversible section.  As it is characteristic of closed access design the “gates” experience very high lane changing activity.  The average observed values reach 100 vehicles per 15 minute intervals during the morning peak hours and over 60 in the evening peak hours.  The statistical characteristics of the observed flow breakdowns are on the higher end.   The lengths of the recorded flow breakdowns reached a median value of 4 vehicles while the most extreme value was 12 vehicles.  Despite the conservative design of the access segments on the HOT and the generally lower demand levels, very long shockwaves were generated due to the high speed differential, between the HOT and the adjacent GPL, at this part of the freeway. It is difficult to compare the two design philosophies because they were devised to serve the needs of the two distinct roadways. I-394 is operating very well with the closed access design mainly because the majority of the demand originates from three distinct interchanges, I-494, TH-169, and TH-100. The rest of the ramps comparatively speaking have much lower demand. As illustrated in this report, this is not the case on I-35W. The interchange density is much higher with entrance ramps very closely spaced and with the majority of those ramps carrying large demands of HOT eligible vehicles. It would have been very difficult to follow a closed access design on I-35W, and given the results presented in this report, it would had made little difference in terms of mobility and safety. Comparisons of shockwave characteristics of the four discussed zones are shown in the following figure.  Although the volumes involved are different, the shockwave lengths observed are comparable signaling no difference in terms of safety between the two design philosophies. 
 
 
 
Following the assessment of the effect MnPASS has on the current mobility and safety of the HOT lane operations, this study continued with the development of two methodologies, which address design issues related to forthcoming and existing HOT facilities. The first methodology targeted forthcoming HOT facilities that adopt a closed access philosophy and derived a software tool capable of defining the Optimal Lane Changing Regions (OLCRs). The proposed methodology is capable of defining the OLCRs on forthcoming HOT facilities with respect to the positions of entrance or exit ramps.  Trajectories of vehicles merging from the entrance ramp to the freeway and moving toward the HOT lane were collected at a freeway segment of I-35W. A microscopic simulation model exploiting Monte Carlo techniques was developed and tested for its ability to capture the observed trajectory lengths. After the model’s ability to regenerate realistic trajectories of vehicles was validated, the proposed methodology was compared to other commonly used practices. The main advantage of the proposed methodology is that it takes into account the traffic conditions on each lane between the entrance ramp and the HOT. This way the proposed model will design the OLCR at the location that the demand is expected to arrive. On the other hand, existing practices tend to overestimate the OLCR and place the gate up to 2000 feet further downstream than the vehicles are expected to arrive to the adjacent to the HOT lane.  The second methodology, proposed in this project, aims to support engineer decisions for planning access restrictions on existing HOT facilities; the core is a developed model capable of emulating shockwave propagation on the HOT lane given target densities and speed differential between the HOT and the adjacent GPL. This methodology and subsequent tool was focused on HOT facilities that follow an open access philosophy, and the outcome of this process can support the decision of engineers to restrict access for locations that will reach their operational limit in the future either as a result of increased demand or as a result of changes in the pricing strategy. In particular, a shockwave propagation model was developed and captured the shockwave activity on three selected locations of interest on I-35W. After the model was calibrated to reproduce shockwave activity (shockwave lengths) at current traffic conditions, the same activity was reproduced for future demand levels until the examined facilities reached their operational boundary. The results support the validity of the process as the model replicated the distributions of shockwave lengths even at a 90% confidence interval. The developed mechanism was able to force the examined locations up to operational capacity by increasing the density of the simulated streams. The capacity was identified as the point in the density domain that the entire simulated stream experienced a disturbance after it was introduced. In summary, the developed methodologies were derived so that their transferability is not affected and hence they can potentially be used by agencies to design HOT lanes without compromising mobility or safety. Both methodologies were driven by an extensive and diverse data collection process and validated against actual observations. 
 
 
1. Introduction Managed lanes have been implemented across the nation in various forms in an effort to increase efficiency and mobility on existing roadway networks. Depending on the type of restrictions implemented, Managed Lanes include exclusive lanes like bus or truck lanes, separation or bypass lanes, dual-use lanes, High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes, and value price or High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes (Kuhn et al. 2005). Under the context of HOV and HOT, a more concise way to describe these Managed Lanes is as a freeway within a freeway where lanes are reserved for particular groups of vehicles and are separated from the other General Purpose Lanes (GPLs). HOT lanes have been recently added to the traffic operations arsenal in an attempt to preserve infrastructure investment in the future by maintaining a control on demand; in most cases they are conversions of existing HOV lanes. HOT lanes are “oases” of free-flow conditions within congested freeways. Observations support the benefits of implementing HOT and HOV lanes, which in many cases can carry up to half of the people carried on the entire freeway.   This study focuses on operational and design features of HOT lanes. HOT lanes’ mobility and safety are heavily contingent on the design of zones (“gates”) that drivers can use to merge in or out of the facility.  This can be attributed to the large speed differential that are observed between the HOT lane and its adjacent lane during peak traffic periods. Existing methodologies for the design of access zones are limited to engineering judgment or studies that take into consideration undersized observation samples. Case in point is the fact that the design philosophes between the two HOT facilities in Minnesota are diametrically opposed. Specifically, the I-394 freeway, the first dynamically priced HOT lane, was designed with a closed access philosophy, meaning that for the majority of the length of the roadway access to the HOT lane is restricted with only specific short sections where access is allowed. In contrast, I-35W, the second HOT corridor, was designed with an open access philosophy where lane changes between the HOT and the General Purpose Lanes (GPL) are allowed everywhere except a few specific locations. Naturally this contradiction generated questions as to which design method is better and, more importantly, what the safety and mobility considerations are in each case. This project was established to investigate these considerations and to develop a methodology to design the proper access depending on site characteristics. While evaluating the current state of each of the two sites in terms of mobility and safety, it became clear that the two philosophes are not the opposite ends of a continuum but different cases based on design preference and the level of service the facility owner wants to provide to the users. The objective of the study changed to include the creation of design tools for each alternative separately. In both cases an approach was taken that aimed at decomposing the studied phenomena in a manner that closely approximates reality. Shockwave characteristics were utilized as surrogates of both safety and mobility. Shockwave length was selected as a surrogate of safety and shockwave frequency as a surrogate for mobility. This report is divided into two main parts. The first part is the evaluation of the existing facilities, in terms of mobility and safety, in their present form and demand patterns. The 
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second part of the report describes the development of two new design tools. The first tool, targeting closed access facilities, utilizes historical or simulation based traffic measurements to design the optimal location and size of allowed access sections. The second tool, targeting open access facilities, utilizes similar information to identify sections where access should be restricted in order to preserve mobility and safety. Traffic shockwave propagation and lane changing activity were decomposed to their fundamental components to emulate reality. The stochastic nature of the examined phenomena was incorporated in the developed models by implementing Monte Carlo techniques.  This effort opens the doors for a systematic treatment of access zones. It incorporates knowledge obtained from extensive periods of observations to the design of the Optimal Lane Changing Regions (OLCR) on forthcoming facilities and to the preservation of the quality of service on existing HOT lanes. This study was guided by an extensive and diverse data collection process capturing various traffic conditions. The constructed datasets provided all the necessary tools and insight for developing the constructed models.   
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2. Background Managed Lanes Managed lanes have been implemented on congested freeways as a strategy to balance the increase in the total number of vehicle miles traveled and slow highway capacity growth. Even though the total vehicle miles traveled in the United States have increased more than 70 % over the past 20 years, the corresponding increase in Highway capacity does not exceed 0.3 % (FHWA 2008). To address this issue agencies have implemented various types of managed lanes so that the person and freight moving capability of the highways could be increased. Texas Department of Transportation defines a managed lane facility as one that increases highway efficiency by aggregating operational and design actions (Kuhn et al. 2005). Depending on the objective several types of managed lanes have been implemented in recent years including exclusive lanes, like bus or truck lanes, separation or bypass lanes, dual-use lanes, HOV lanes, and value price or HOT lanes (Kuhn et al. 2005).  The most common operational strategies for managed lanes include: 
• Pricing 
• Access Control 
• Eligibility This study was centered around the HOT facilities in the State of Minnesota on Interstate 394 and Interstate 35W. The complexity of actively managing HOT lanes places them among the most demanding facilities to operate because of the dynamic character of their operational strategies. They not only have to be responsive to the changes in traffic demand for the facility but also need to account for a targeted level of service for users of the managed lane. Figure 1 was included in a report of the United States Department of Transportation in an effort to capture the management strategies that are related to the managed lanes. 
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Figure 2. Interstate 394, Minneapolis, MN 
 
Figure 1. Active management strategies with varying goals and complexity (FHWA 
2008) HOV lanes are reserved lanes targeting vehicles with specified occupancy. In an attempt to preserve infrastructure investment in the future by maintaining a control on demand, HOT lanes have been implemented on exiting HOV facilities that were generally underutilized. The mobility and safety on the HOT/HOV facilities heavily relies on their interaction with their adjacent general purpose lanes. Different types of separating the HOT lane and its adjacent lane have been applied across the United States.  HOT lanes allow vehicles with lesser occupancy than the predefined to use the HOV facility. The HOT/HOV lanes are separated by either physical barriers (e.g. Interstate 394 Minneapolis, MN (Figure 2)) or a painted buffer (e.g. Interstate 35 W Minneapolis, MN, (Figure 3)) 
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Figure 3. Interstate 35W, Minneapolis, MN Regarding the HOT lane on Interstate 394, there is a reversible section that accommodates inbound traffic during morning peak hours and outbound traffic for evening peak hours so that the maximum utilization of the lane can be achieved. Another example of a facility that utilizes a reversible section is that of Interstate 10 in Houston, TX (Figure 4). Facilities like I-394 and I-10 follow a closed access philosophy in their design and aim in minimizing the interaction between the HOT lane and its adjacent General Purpose Lane. 
 
Figure 4. Interstate 10, Houston, TX Design Guidelines 
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Several studies available in the literature were focused on the interaction between the HOT/HOV lane and the general purpose lanes of the freeway. Menendez and Daganzo (2007) simulated the interaction between GPLs and HOVs and provided results supporting the smoothing effect of HOV lanes on discharge flow rates at isolated interactions. This 
positive effect was also supported by Cassidy et al. (2006).  Even though the objective of those studies is not aligned with the main goal of the developed methodology, they share commonalities and were influential along the modeling efforts of this research.  Liu et al. (2012) measured the effect of lane changing activity between the HOT lane and the general purpose lanes using the VISSIM simulator and provided evidence about the negative effect of lane changing demand on the networks capacity. More factors connected to the frictional effect between the HOT and the GPL were identified by Liu et al. (2011).  Two key factors include the tolling strategy and the separation type. The main objective here was not to derive design guidelines but to evaluate the performance of existing facilities and quantify the interaction between HOT/HOV lane and its adjacent lane and draws parallels with the model of this study. The amount of data that were used to calibrate the VISSIM simulation models was limited and difficult to obtain when designing a forthcoming facility.  As stated previously, the design aspects of HOV/HOT lanes that require the greatest amount of attention are the ones associated with the lane changing regions characteristics. The literature on this subject is limited and this is the point that this study aims in making a valuable contribution. The key characteristics of the proposed methodology for forthcoming closed access facilities aim in defining the distance of the merging area from the nearest entrance ramp as well as the length of the merging area. Various efforts to derive methodologies for creating step wise processes with the potential of defining the length and the position of the OLCR are available in the literature and are presented below. In all cases the findings were based on either engineering judgment or simulation experiments that were calibrated at a level that was not able to capture individual driver behavior and vehicles’ interactions.  Figure 5 presents the quantities of interest for the design process; L1 denotes the distance between the beginning of the entrance (or exit ramp in another scenario), L2 denotes the length of the merging area and Ltotal is the distance between the beginning of the entrance (or exit) ramp and the end of the proposed gate. 
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Figure 5. Design features of interest 
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The HOV Systems Manual (Texas Transportation Institute, 1998) proposes a distance of Ltotal equal to 2500 feet regardless of the number of General purpose lanes. This approach delivers a conservative design which in most cases would is able to accommodate the users of the HOV/HOT lane. It does not, however, take into consideration cases where the interaction between the HOT and its adjacent lane need to be minimized. In addition, traffic conditions and traffic patterns on the GPLs are not instilled in the design process.  Fuhs (1990) proposed a methodology that takes into account the number of lane changes that are necessary for vehicles to merge to the HOT lane after merging to the freeway from the nearest entrance ramp or vehicles that need to exit to the exit ramp downstream. The minimum proposed value for Ltotal was set to 500 feet for each lane change and the recommended value was equal to 1000 feet. In a similar vein, the California department of Transportation (1991) proposed a minimum distance of 660 feet per lane change. Regarding the length of the opening length, several values, which range from 900 feet to 1500 feet, have been proposed in an effort to accommodate the weaving demand of users of the facility (Fuhs (1990), Yang et al. (2011) , ASSHTO (2004) , Kuhn et al. (2005) ). Yang et al. (2011)  proposed a probabilistic approach towards quantifying advisory designs utilizing gap acceptance theory. The core of their methodology was an analytical formulation that derives the probability that a weaving vehicle with critical gap equal to T will complete its weave successfully given the number of GPLs and Ltotal (Equation 1). E[D(q)] denotes the vehicles expected time for merging. s and sw represent the speed of the target lane and the speed of the subject vehicle respectively. The proposed model was calibrated based on the lane changing demand for zones that resulted after segmenting existing merging areas on Interstate 635 in Dallas, Texas. 
𝑷(𝑵,𝑳𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍) = 𝟏 − ∑ � 𝑳𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍𝑺𝒘  𝒎𝒊𝒏𝑬[𝑫(𝒒)]�𝒌𝒆 𝑳𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍𝑺𝒘  𝒎𝒊𝒏𝑬[𝑫(𝒒)]𝒌 ! 𝑵−𝟏𝒌=𝟎     (Eq. 1) 
Even though the proposed methodology by Yang derived results that were tailored to the characteristics of a potentially examined location its transferability is questionable because of the complex and time consuming data collection that is required for the calibration of the model. The results of the proposed methodology with respect to the length of the gate and Ltotal are summarized in Table 1. The advisory gate lengths varied between 900 and 1400 feet and were contingent to the weaving demand. 
Table 1. Yang et al. (2011) design guidelines 
Free Flow speed 
(miles/hour) 
Minimum Ltotal for Number 
of GPLs 
Desired Ltotal for Number 
of GPLs 
 3 4 5 3 4 5 
55 2,000 2,500 3,000 2,400 2,900 3,500 
60 2,100 2,600 3,100 2,500 3,000 3,600 
65 2,300 2,800 3,400 2,700 3,300 3,900 
70 2,400 3,100 3,700 2,900 3,600 4,200  Using data from I-635 in Houston Texas, Williams et al. (2010) developed a set of design guidelines based on the results of a simulation methodology developed in VISSIM simulator. The advisory lengths derived from the proposed process are summarized in Table 2 and rely once again on the merging demand for the HOT. The types of data that need to be harvested in this case are once again difficult to obtain and this was indeed the weak point of their methodology. 
Table 2. Williams et al. (2010) design guidelines 
Weaving demand (vehicle/hour) Minimum Weaving distance per GPL 
200 500 
300 625 
400 750 
400 875  Wave Propagation The second methodology developed in this study aims in access restriction on existing HOT lanes and was based on shockwave propagation on the HOT lane. The lane changing interaction between HOT and GPLs is the cause of flow breakdowns (shockwaves) on the HOT lane. Shockwaves create inconvenience to the commuters by forcing the traffic conditions of the HOT into transient congested traffic states. “Shockwaves are a boundary that shows discontinuity in the flow-density domain” (May, 1990); their propagation and the corresponding number of vehicles affected are surrogates for safety and mobility.  Traffic shockwaves have captured a great amount of research attention starting in 1950’s when Lighthill and Whitham (1955) introduced the hydrodynamic theory in traffic. 
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Realistic wave propagation has been the main goal of many traffic flow models. In lower order models (e.g. Newell, 2002) waves propagate as a simple random walk as supported by empirical findings from Windover and Cassidy (2001) for congested states. Models that influenced this study will be presented in a slightly higher detail even though the target was not to advance the car-following theory. Car following models proposed by Gazis, et al. (1961), Gipps (1981) and Newell (2002) are among the most commonly used by commercial traffic simulation software. In the model proposed by Newel vehicle trajectories are approximated by piecewise linear extrapolations as presented in Figure 6. Vehicles will respond to their leader’s deceleration if a minimum distance threshold is violated. Newell’s model has been also verified by later studies using data from signalized intersections by Ahn, et al. (2004). 
 
Figure 6. Piecewise linear trajectories in Newell’s model (Ahn et al. (2004)) 
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Vehicles in Gipps’ (1981) model are assigned a desired speed Un which they do not exceed; Un is achieved at an acceleration rate that increases with speed and after Un is achieved the acceleration becomes zero. Equation 2 describes the speed of vehicle n at time t + T, where T is the driver’s reaction time. 
𝑢𝑛(𝑡 + 𝑇) = min�𝑢𝑛(𝑡) + 2.5 ∗ 𝑎𝑛 ∗ 𝑇 ∗ �1 − 𝑢𝑛(𝑡)𝑈𝑛 � ∗  �0.025 + 𝑢𝑛(𝑡)𝑈𝑛 ,
−𝑏 ∗ 𝑇+  �𝑏2 ∗ 𝑇2 + 𝑏{2 ∗ [𝑥𝑛−1(𝑡) − 𝐿𝑛−1 − 𝑥𝑛(𝑡)] − 𝑢𝑛(𝑡) ∗ 𝑇 + 𝑢𝑛−1(𝑡)2𝑏′  � 
(Eq. 2) Where, 𝑢𝑛(𝑡) = speed of vehicle n  𝑎𝑛 = maximum desired acceleration of vehicle n 
 T = reaction time  𝑈𝑛 = desired speed of vehicle n  b,b’ = deceleration parameters  𝐿𝑛−1 = length of vehicle n  𝑥𝑛(𝑡) = position of vehicle n at time t The General Motors Nonlinear Model proposed by Gazis, et al. (1961) is shown in Equation 
3. α, β and γ are parameters of the model and the response is proportional to the speed of 
vehicle n at time and inversely proportional to the space headway. τn is the driver’s reaction time while the speed difference is the stimulus for the implemented acceleration or deceleration. The model’s connection to the Fundamental Diagram proposed by Greenshields, et al. (1935) is revealed by setting β equal to 0 and γ equal to 2. Chandler’s model was the first car-following model and constitutes a special case of Gazis’ model. Chandler’s model is presented in Equation 4. 
?̇?𝑛(𝑡) = 𝛼 ∗ 𝑈𝑛𝛽(𝑡) 𝛥𝑋𝑛𝛾(𝑡−𝜏𝑛) ∗ 𝛥𝑈𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑛)       (Eq. 3) 
?̇?𝑛(𝑡) = 𝛼 ∗ 𝛥𝑈𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑛)        (Eq. 4) Other models describing wave propagation at a car-following level were also proposed by Castillo (2001) or Kim and Zhang (2008) in a stochastic framework.  In a stochastic manner wave propagation is also captured by traffic flow models proposed by Jabari and Liu (2012), Kuhne and Michalopoulos (1997) and Daganzo (1994). The latter (Cell Transmission Model) was the modeling base for multiple models that followed and utilizes the Godunov’s scheme (Godunov 1959) to provide numerical solutions to the heat transfer equation capturing shockwaves and rarefactions. The aforementioned stochastic models deviate from the framework of this study and were presented briefly since they provided valuable insight for the modeling efforts of this research. The aforementioned models could serve the purposes of this study but they come with complications which hamper the goal of the present study; a simpler and straight forward approach was therefore followed. Another reason for not implementing existing car following models was the fact that they do not ensure that the initial conditions of a potential car-following experiment will be preserved until a disturbance is introduced. Thus, the platoon formation of the examined stream would be reshaped until a shockwave initiates. Finally, the behavior that was mainly targeted was the variation of drivers’ response as they exceed a threshold that describes their willingness to approach their leader. After this threshold is violated vehicles implement the highest possible deceleration and this was incorporated in the proposed model.   
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3. Description of Sites This chapter offers a primer on the HOT lane facilities on Interstates 35W and 394. The objective is to present information about the facilities and their characteristics as well as provide further details for the selected segments used for developing and testing the models of this study. Both Interstate 394 and Interstate 35 W were examined for their potential in providing the necessary measurements; it was concluded that the I-35W corridor was more consistent with the objectives of this effort in terms of data collection while 394 was used to test the optimal lane changing region methodology. I-394 The I-394 is a 9.5-mile freeway that serves as a major link connecting the western suburban communities and downtown Minneapolis.  With an average three lanes in each direction, it carries an annual average daily traffic (AADT) of up to 151,000 vehicles (Cambridge Systematics, Inc. 2006).  The posted speed limit is 55 mph. From its inception the freeway included an HOV lane in each direction.  The I-394 MnPASS program was opened and became the first HOT lane in Minnesota in May 2005 (Cambridge Systematics, Inc. 2006).  It converted the historical high-occupancy vehicle lanes into HOT lanes by equipping the lanes with sensors and leasing transponders to single occupancy vehicle (SOV) drivers.  MnPASS Express lanes, designed as HOT lanes, provide up to two additional designated lanes on the I-394 between Wayzata and downtown Minneapolis. The general purpose lane (GPL) configuration remained unchanged.  Figure 7 illustrates the schematic of I-394 Express lanes.  The MnPASS lanes include two types of designs. From I-494 to Highway 100, the toll lanes were designed as diamond lanes (one lane per direction) following a closed access design. These lanes are separated from GPLs by double white lines and painted with diamond marks.  The segment has designated access points that are controlled primarily by lane striping.  There are 4 access points on the eastbound direction and 3 on the westbound. On the segment from Highway 100 to Downtown, two reversible lanes are present alongside the freeway separated from the GPLs by a concrete barrier.
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Figure 7. I-394 MnPASS map (MnDOT) 
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According to the MnPASS website (http://www.mnpass.org/), the current operation time for the HOT lanes is as follows.  The eastbound of I-394 diamond lane section is operated Monday through Friday from 6 a.m. to 10 a.m.  The westbound of I-394 diamond lane section is operated Monday through Friday from 2 p.m. to 7 p.m.  Both eastbound and westbound lanes are open to general traffic for the rest of the day and on weekends.  The eastbound of I-394 reversible section is operated from 6 a.m. to 1 p.m.  The reversible lanes are closed from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. for directional change.  The westbound of I-394 reversible section is operated from 2 p.m. to 5 a.m. The reversible lanes are closed from 5 a.m. to 6 a.m. for directional change. I-35W I-35W is an Interstate Highway in the U.S. state of Minnesota, passing through downtown Minneapolis. It is one of two through routes for Interstate 35 through the Twin Cities of Minneapolis and Saint Paul, the other being Interstate 35E through downtown Saint Paul. I-35 splits into two branch routes: I-35W, which serves Minneapolis, and I-35E, which serves Saint Paul. Traveling north, I-35 splits at Burnsville, where the I-35W route runs north for 41 miles, carrying its own separate sequence of exit numbers. I-35W runs through the city of Minneapolis before rejoining with I-35E to re-form I-35 in Columbus near Forest Lake. I-35W supplanted sections of old U.S. Highway 8 northeast of Minneapolis and old U.S. Highway 65 south of Minneapolis that have since been removed from the U.S. highway system. Following the implementation of HOT lanes on I-394, the MnPASS Lanes opened on I-35W on September 30, 2009. The project’s goals were: 
• Reduce congestion 
• Improve transit service 
• Increase attractiveness of transit service 
• Provide alternatives to commuters to avoid congestion The length of the HOT lanes on I-35W is 14 miles on the Northbound and 11.5 miles on the southbound. In both cases the HOT lanes are separated from the rest of the network using stripped lines. The northbound and southbound sections of I-35W south of I494 and the northbound section of I-35W at 42nd street are tolled during the following hours: 
• Northbound from TH 13 to Hyw.62 from 6 a.m. to 10 a.m. 
• Northbound from 42nd Street to downtown is always tolled when opened to traffic 
• Southbound from I494 to TH 13 from 2 p.m. to 7 p.m. 
• Lastly during off peak hours the lanes are not tolled and are open to general traffic with the exception of northbound from 42ne Street to downtown. The I-35W MnPASS lanes follow the open access design philosophy. This means that lane changes between the HOT lane and the GPLs are allowed for most of the length of the facility (see Figure 8 below).
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Figure 8. I-35W MnPASS map (MnDOT)  
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4. Evaluating Safety and Mobility under Present Demand Conditions One of the original objectives of this project was to evaluate the two HOT lane designs and compare them in terms of safety and mobility. This step, in addition of being necessary in order to proceed in formalizing a methodology and/or general design guidelines, offers specific location evaluations and hopefully useful recommendations on where and when interventions are necessary to maintain the current, very successful, operation in both facilities. It is important to note that in this work there was no evaluation of the level of access to the HOT, meaning we did not evaluate the ability of the road users to reach the HOT as soon as they would like. Such evaluation would only apply to I-394 and to the best of knowledge other studies on that corridor have shown that this is not an issue. The objective is accomplished by collecting observations of the current HOT lane facilities, extracting quantifiable measures of the level of interaction between HOT and GP lanes, and utilizing these measurements in judging current operations as well as estimating mobility and safety performance levels in the future. The following section describes the data collection effort. Description of video data collection methodology The first part of the video collection process started on June 21st 2011. During the first week camera operators got familiarized with the setup of the network as well as the capabilities of the RTMC cameras. Four people were responsible for completing the initial data collection task. They were trained by RTMC engineers on manipulating the RTMC cameras without affecting the incident detection procedures that take place. Cameras capable of providing intense lane changing activity were selected and transmitted back to the MTO.  Once again, decisions were based upon the traffic conditions (congestion) for the selected segments and a set up for the cameras was selected so that it is as clear as possible the number of vehicles that are forced to decelerate when a vehicle enters or exits the HOT lane. Figure 9 through Figure 12 below present the locations and codes of MnDOT cameras used. 
 
 
Figure 9. Location codes on I-35W 
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Figure 10. Location codes on I-35W 
 
Figure 11. Location codes on I-394 
Figure 12. Location codes on I-394 Blind spot investigation 
identify the traffic conditions differences between the two. Table 4 aggregates the list of 
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RTMC cameras that we used for I-394 and I-35W while Figure 13 presents several sample camera views for both I-35W and I-394. 
Table 3. Video recording days in summer 2011 
June 2011 July 2011 August 2011 Tuesday 21st Thursday 23rd Tuesday 16th Wednesday 23rd Tuesday 26th Wednesday 17th Thursday 24th Wednesday 27th Thursday 18th Monday 27th Thursday 28th Tuesday 23rd Tuesday 28th  Wednesday 24th Wednesday 29th  Thursday 25th Thursday 30th  Friday 26th   Tuesday 29rd   Wednesday 30th   Thursday 31st   
Table 4. Cameras utilized in I-394 and I-35W 
I-394 608 609 6091 610 6101 611 6130 6131 613 616 618 619 620 621 
I-35W 904 905 906 907 908 909 910 911 912        
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Figure 13. Sample camera views video was recorded The goal in aiming the cameras was to balance the need from observing as much of the freeway segments as possible while being able to visually identify the signs of unsafe lane changes between the HOT lane and the general purpose lanes. These two goals are 
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Table 5. Example of data collected for a fifteen minute time block 
Video File Camera  Time Block Dir Dir2 Lane Changes into the HOV Lane Changes out of HOV DVR4-Cam3-Aug-31 at 17-02.avi 619 17:00-17:15 S NB 6 3 DVR4-Cam3-Aug-31 at 17-02.avi 619 17:00-17:15 S SB 3 4 
Table 6. Example of a documented shockwave 
File name 
Camera Code (could be more than one within a single video file) [6xxx_I-35W/xxx xxx x] Date (YYYYMMDD) 
Complete (indicate if it is the last lane change contained in the file you are working on by L, otherwise NL)) 
Time (Use the time stamp in the title of the video file and add the time of the video so far-24h) 
Direction (observe changes in the digital compass of the camera) DVR3-Cam2-Aug-31 at 08-00 608 20110831 NL 8:27:43 N 
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 Bound (NB/SB) 
Vehicles Affected on the HOV(leader included) 
Vehicles affected on the adjacent lane when the adjacent lane is the receiving lane (leader included) 
Entering or Exiting HOV Lane (N/X) 
Clip Name [freeway_ exit or entering the HOV(EN/EX)_Camera code_(3 or 4 digit code)_How many vehicles were forced to decelerate on the HOV lane including the vehicle that changed lane_Date(YYYYMMDD)_Time(start[24H])] NB 4 0 N I-35W_EN-608_4_20110831_082743.avi 
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5. Evaluation Results  For brevity this report focuses only on locations that there was interaction and friction between the HOT and GP lanes. A mid project deliverable presented preliminary results for all locations along the two freeways. To get a clear idea of how the designs on a whole are operating in comparison, cameras are grouped together into Zones.  On I-35W there were three Zones under analysis.  Zone 1 consists of NB traffic as viewed by cameras 608, 609, 6090, and 6091; Zone 4 consists of NB traffic as viewed by cameras 616, 6161, 617, 618, 619, 620, and 621; and Zone 7 consists of SB traffic as viewed by cameras 6131, 6130, 613, 612, 611, 6101, 610, and 6091.  On I-394 Zone EB 4 is the only Zone under analysis and consists of cameras 908 and 909.  The other Zones of I-35W and I-394 are not presented in this report as the data from these Zones yielded little interest. In this report results are drawn from the analysis of nine days of collected data, with at least four days of data for each Zone. All Zones of I-35W are represented by the dates Aug 31st, 30th, 25th, 24th, and 23rd as well as June 29th for Zone 1 only.  EB 4 of I-394 is represented by the dates Aug 31st and 30th as well as July 27th and 26th.  These dates have the most complete video coverage of their respective Zones, thus minimizing the amount of blind spots.  Lane Changing Frequency-Flow Breakdown Lengths This section of the report provides findings from the analysis of all the aforementioned days of footage. The results obtained are presented for I-35W North, South, and I-394 East in that order. A comparison between locations on both facilities is provided in the end of this section. Graphs of the inappropriate lane changes, as compared to total lane changes (TLCs) and volume of the HOT, for each specified Zone are provided, followed by an estimated percentage of vehicles in the HOT that experienced a shockwave.  Box-plots presenting the observed lengths of the generated shockwaves are also provided. On each box, the central mark is the median, the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considering outliers, and outliers are plotted individually and are represented by red crosses. Based on this information, suggestions for improvement are discussed, motivated by results and the research’s team observations during the data collection period. Finally, a comparison among all the examined Zones is presented identifying locations that may need further attention in the near future while Zones between the two facilities are compared based on the proportion of analyzed data. Interstate 35 W Northbound Contour plots are presented, providing information about the congested parts of the freeway during morning peak hours for the northbound direction (Figure 14 through Figure 19). The purpose of providing these plots is to support the identification of locations that require attention. I-35W North has two major bottlenecks and a third one which is less severe. Moving with the direction of traffic the first major bottleneck is on the Cliff Road interchange. The bottleneck seems to be the result of large inflows from closely spaced successive ramps from Burnsville Pkwy, TH-13, and Cliff Road. This bottleneck is in an Allowed Access segment of the HOT. Access is restricted about a half mile later at Black Dog 
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Road. At the interchange with I-494 a weak bottleneck is observed mainly affecting the rightmost lane but also due to the inflow and weaving from the I-494 ramps this location is under Restricted Access (double white line). The second major bottleneck is at 46th Street assisted by congestion from the downtown end of the roadway. This location is the beginning of the Priced Dynamic Shoulder Lane (PDSL) which is all restricted access north of 38th street.     
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Figure 14. Speed contour plot June 29th Northbound direction 
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Figure 15. Speed contour plot August 23rd Northbound direction 
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Figure 16. Speed contour plot August 24th Northbound direction 
Figure 17. Speed contour plot August 25th Northbound direction 
 
  
  
Figure 18. Speed contour plot August 30th Northbound direction 
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Figure 19. Speed contour plot August 31st Northbound direction 
Zone 1: I-35W Northbound {Burnsville Pkwy to Black Dog Rd}  
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Figure 20. Location 608, example camera view facing north Zone 1 is mainly an entrance point to the HOT lane since, in 2011, it was the beginning of the HOV lane. The primary point of activity is at the location of camera 608 (see Figure 20 above) at the major interchange of I-35W with TH 13. This can be seen in Figure 21 which presents the average amount of ILCs observed per day of data, as seen by each camera.  Our observations are in accordance with the period that this particular section is tolled (morning peak). During the preliminary investigation of the network, this part was identified as one of the zones that would require a great amount of attention. This can be attributed to two reasons; first because of the large speed differential between the HOT and the adjacent GPL and second because of the entrance from TH 13 to I-35W which introduces into the stream a lot of vehicles destined to the HOT.  Data for six morning peaks were analyzed for this location during six typical weekdays on June 29th and August 23rd, 24th, 25th, 30th, and 31st 2011. Figure 22 presents the observed inappropriate lane changing activity as a percentage of total lane changes separated in 15 minute time blocks with respect to the time that they occurred.  The graph displays the average percent of inappropriate lane changes over all the days of data at each 15 minute period as well as one standard deviation above and below the average.  This figure along with Figure 23 support the fact that the segment around TH-13, camera 608, is mainly an entrance to the HOT since high peaks are observed for ILCs as well as ILCs per total lane changes. 
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Figure 21. Average inappropriate lane changes from all days by observed camera 
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Figure 22. Inappropriate lane changes as a percentage of total lane changes  
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Figure 23. ILC activity as a proportion of the HOT volume 
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Figure 24. Average percent of vehicles affected by a shockwave through the zone Shockwaves observed on this location were comparatively large in length with a median value of 3 vehicles and an extreme value of the constructed dataset reaching 9 vehicles. 
observations were collected was close to zero.  This holds true for all the zones that will be discussed in this report. 
 
Figure 25. Box-plot of HOT Shockwave lengths on Zone 1 
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A closer look at the isolated ILC clips revealed that a great portion of the lane changes generating flow breakdowns on the HOT are a result of buses merging aggressively. An example of an observed situation involving two buses can be seen in Figure 26. The first bus performed a ILC generating a shockwave and immediately afterwards it reduced speed to allow for the second bus to change lanes. One effective solution that would improve the safety and mobility of the HOT at Zone 1 could simply be to instruct bus drivers to be less aggressive when merging to the HOT near TH-13. 
  
Figure 26. Example of bus ILC on location 608 
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 The situation on northbound 35W near camera 608, which spans from the on ramp from Cliff Road to upstream of the TH-13 interchange, is in need of attention. Although it is not the location of the biggest shockwaves observed they are consistent and there is no reason to believe that it would improve with time. Excluding the cases involving buses, there is no need for immediate action since the disruptions are not extreme and there have been no actual crashes on record. Given the current rate of utilization of the HOT the situation is stable but if that rate increases the condition could deteriorate.  This location is a candidate for reducing the amount of access to the HOT with the introduction of a double white line. Such change will come with a price. As the figures illustrate the inbound flow to the HOT is high in this location and therefore restricting it will reduce the overall benefit from the HOT. To sufficiently suppress a future ILC issue the Restricted Access would have to start downstream of Burnsville Pkwy and extend to Black Dog Road. It is interesting to note that if the Closed Access design found on I-394 was followed; given the demand from TH-13 for the HOT a gate would have been located there generating the same issues.   
Zone 4: I-35W Northbound {Highway 62 – 38th street}  
 
Figure 27. Location 620, example camera view facing north Zone 4 is the last open area on northbound I-35W before downtown Minneapolis.  Camera 620 provides footage for the segment between 46th street and 42nd street (see Figure 27 above), which has the most activity. This location is just upstream of the start of the PDSL segment of MnPASS and in extent the last area that drivers can join the HOT. The uniqueness of this location lies in the fact that it is at a segment where several streams merge; two entrance and one exit ramps are present downstream. The existence of the aforementioned ramps results in the initiation of many shockwaves which propagate upstream to the segment that camera 620 is covering. This creates unstable traffic conditions for all the GPLs and inevitably affecting the HOT as well. The presented results are drawn from five days of observation: August 23rd, 24th, 25th, 30th, and 31st.  The observations indicate a location of severe lane changing activity with a great number of shockwaves generated on the HOT facility near camera 620. The average inappropriate lane changing activity for the AM and PM peaks is shown on Figure 28 and Figure 29.  This shows that the bulk of inappropriate lane changing activity in Zone 4 is occurring between 46th street and 42nd street.  Figure 30 and Figure 31 show the percentage of ILCs per TLCs for the morning and evening peaks respectively.  As seen in Figure 30, the average peak reaches over 30%.  This is the highest percent of ILC per TLC observed in any of the four zones.   
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Figure 28. Average daily inappropriate lane changing activity for Zone 4 morning 
peak  
 
Figure 29. Average daily inappropriate lane changing activity for Zone 4 evening 
peak  
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Figure 30. Average proportion of ILC of TLC for all days of Zone 4 during morning 
peak 
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Figure 31. Average percentage of ILC per TLC for all days of Zone 4 during evening 
peak 
 However, Figure 32 and Figure 33 show that the ILC as a percent of the HOT volume is comparable to that of the other zones. 
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Figure 32. Average ILCs per HOT volume morning peak 
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Figure 33. Average ILCs per HOT volume evening peak Figure 34 and Figure 35 show the percent of vehicles that experience a breakdown in the flow of traffic.  The values presented in the figures are on par with the values seen by the other zones.  The standard deviations presented are a bit higher, but this is due to a handful of extreme outliers. 
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The median observed shockwave in this zone was also 3 vehicles.  The extreme value was slightly larger than that of zone 1 at 12 vehicles.  The statistical characteristics of observed shockwaves in zone 4 can be seen in Figure 36.  Again, there were very few disturbances in the adjacent GPL due to the speed of the lane being close to zero. 
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Figure 34. Percent of vehicles that experience a breakdown of flow during morning 
peak 
 
 
Figure 35. Percent of vehicles that experience a breakdown of flow during evening 
peak 
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Figure 36. Statistical characteristics of observed shockwaves for Zone 4 In order to formulate an opinion as to potential changes in access for this location it was deemed important to understand what percent of the HOT traffic originates from 46th St. Although not offering a precise assessment, data from two consecutive loop detectors in the HOT are compared in Figure 37. Specifically the figure presents volume measurements for August 31st for two detectors on the HOT; D5967 before 46th street and D6792 at 38th street. In the morning very little traffic seems to originate from 46th St but in the peak of the afternoon period around 50% of the traffic of the HOT joins between 46th and 38th. This proportion renders difficult restricting access north of 46th St. If a Closed Access design was followed there would still be the need for a gate north of 46th St generating the same issues we observe today. Restricting access south of 46th St will not change the outlook much as it will be discussed in the next section.   
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Figure 38. Speed contour plot August 23rd South direction 
 
 
Figure 39. Speed contour plot August 24th South direction 
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Figure 40. Speed contour plot August 25th South direction 
 
 
Figure 41. Speed contour plot August 30th South direction 
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Figure 42. Speed contour plot August 31st South direction   
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 Zone 7: I-35W Southbound (82nd Street – Cliff Road) 
 
Figure 43. Location 6091 example of camera view facing south Zone 7 has a segment of flow breakdown that once again is located between Cliff Road and Black Dog Road.  It was primarily observed this time by camera 6091 facing south, which is sbheakown in Figure 43.  Figuothr er downs in this zone, wre 44ith l sohcoatiows thn 6at l13o1c at atiothn 6e b0eg9inning1 is the ar of thea we zoitne bh theinge mo thst fe olonlwy  s6l0o9w1 is lo mcatioainln thy an exat coit fmresom cl those toe HOT matc withhing th the amouing down to select gaps on the slow move sinhgo GcPLkw. Tavnt oesf  bg reakdowns observed.  Location these LCs are l here isener noatedt a s bpyec HifOTic l ovcehatioicln wes here suontilmetim the lesas pt mreemocatedptiv selincy ce dhangrive lersanes, wh wo wele poment.  However, it w l uprsestrueamme ar ofe m the exostlit ry hameadpin andg to s TomH-e o13,th ers wait sin thignife ricant nuoadwaym thberat is of th vise libarle bgery s chamocerkasw noted ba 6av0es91 o, bys therve edob in thserveisrs zo thne oat gcathand can be seen at the bcuorerreded near the d thata the bendat a ttom of Figure 43.   It iscthoe b pendoss.ib Flue thngestio rthat der invrivers are having dn observed ises notigatiot a frn oeqfu sent ppeediffics in thulty seeeing regio merging vehicles just downstream of was observed demand was high possiblhy denoue tmoeno thn.e M Tn ohe df cayamser tha 6is c0o9ng1 seshtioown in thed that the GPLe s conwe dgeids notion wt exaspand no tht the eve resaluulatiot of incn on thidentsis p it dartic innesota State Fair. For this reason oesul indar loiccate pation.o Rssegiblare fdulestusr,e c sinconde thitioe ns. As previously mentioned, location 6131 had the second highest average amount of daily shockwaves.  Location 6131 captures data for the segment between 82nd and 85th street 
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Figure 45. Average percentage of ILC per TLC for all days of Zone 7 during evening 
peak 
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Figure 46. ILCs per HOT volume of zone 7 
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Figure 47. Percent of vehicles that experience a breakdown of flow The characteristics of the observed shockwaves are shown in Figure 48. The figure shows that the shockwaves of this zone are smaller but comparable to those observed in zone 4.  As with the two previously described zones the median observed shockwave length is 3 vehicles.  The extreme value of 11 was slightly less than that of zone 4, and the 75th percentile value 5 was equal to that of zone 1. 
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I-35W safety and mobility assessment This document so far presented our observations of the lane change activity on the I-35W MnPASS HOT Lane facility. On each location researched, evidence directing an assessment of the operations of the HOT in terms of safety and mobility were presented. Traffic flow interruptions (shockwaves) are undesirable since they affect both safety and mobility. The frequency of shockwaves eventually affects mobility since it increases density while lowering overall speeds. Such occurrences cause the price of the HOT to increase even if the overall demand is not high. Shockwaves are the instances where drivers are required to react to avoid collision. Due to the delay in human reaction, the larger the shockwave the higher the required deceleration required (assuming equally spaced vehicles). Therefore the larger the shockwaves in number of vehicles affected the greater the chances for a collision. This document cannot present a definite assessment of safety since this site has not been in operation long enough, but utilizes the size of the observed shockwaves as a surrogate in evaluating the safety of the different locations on the HOT. It is important to note that this research focused on the allowed access segments of the roadway. As mentioned in the earlier report of Task 4, there was one isolated case, 6130 NB, where an area with restricted access was covered, several violations of the double white line were noted and they generated shockwaves. This may be an isolated phenomenon or not. The way this research was conducted does not allow us to generalize. In the northbound direction of I-35W two areas of concern were presented. The first area is between the Burnsville Pkwy and Cliff Road interchanges on zone 1. This area is experiencing severe recurring congestion on the GPLs and has a large proportion of the entrance ramp volume heading for the HOT facility. Given the existing utilization on the HOT, the shockwaves observed, although large, have not generated any crashes. This can change if the utilization of the HOT increases following changes in the pricing algorithm or on the market characteristics of the HOT demand. In addition, aggressive behavior by the commuter buses entering the freeway in this location attributes for a large number of the Inappropriate Lane Changes observed. Considering mitigation strategies for this location, keeping in mind that they are not immediately needed, we would first suggest targeting the bus driver behavior, requesting that they join the HOT less aggressively or a little later (after the Cliff Road bottleneck).  Given that the demand on the intersecting roadways will not reduce in the future, if the utilization of the HOT increases there may be a need of restricting access to the HOT between TH-13 and Black Dog Road. This will hurt the service offered by the HOT so it should be considered only if conditions deteriorate significantly.  Since this project is also tasked to formulate an opinion regarding the comparison of the Close Access design used on I-394 with the generally Open Access design of I-35W an engineering assessment on that subject can be made for each location of interest. The access on I-394 is strategically located at the areas of high demand for the HOT. For the aforementioned area, given the importance and demand on the joining roadways, an open access “gate” would have been located there anyway. As we will see later on when observations on I-394 are presented, such “gates” experience comparable shockwave characteristics and therefore the issue discussed would have been the same. Closing access anywhere else around this area would have no effect in the safety and mobility of the HOT.  
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The second area of interest in northbound I-35W lies between 46th street and 42nd street in zone 7 closer to the downtown area of Minneapolis. This last segment of open access delivered a very large amount of flow breakdowns numerically as well as a percent of the general lane change activity. As discussed in the relevant section, this area is the last chance for vehicles to join the HOT and in extent an area where it would be very difficult to further restrict access. Specifically a large portion of the HOT traffic in the afternoon originates from the 46th St ramp which is already in the midst of the problem. If a Closed Access design was followed there would still be the need for a gate north of 46th St generating the same issues we observe today. Restricting access south of 46th St will not change the outlook much. A closer study of the demand of the origins of the demand on the HOT at this point may reveal some possible compromises.  On the southbound direction of I-35W there are two areas that could compromise safety and mobility.  One is in the area of 98th St and the other is the area of Blackdog Road.  Although the congestion observed south of 98th St (location 6101 SB) is a rare occurrence it happens and when it does it generates quantifiable issues on the HOT.  As seen in the following figures it generated some of the biggest shockwaves among all locations on I-35W during all of the observed days.  For the foreseeable future this is a location that needs to be watched for signs of deterioration.  The areas close to the start of the open access south of I-494 (locations 6131 SB and 6130 SB) are operating fine today but are a good example of how the situation can change with the addition of just a few more vehicles in the HOT. The absolute values of the lengths of the waves signal a good standing in terms of safety but if we take into account the high LC activity of this segment, a future increase of vehicles on the HOT facility could result in greater disturbances.  Later in this report a tool aimed in forecasting at which level of HOT facility utilization the aforementioned areas will have to be mitigated is presented. The tool and methodology developed can guide mitigation strategies in terms of both access and control of the pricing of the HOT lane to keep the demand below the threshold at which this roadway geometry will start to experience serious problems. As a closing note on I-35W, an assessment of the impact on the adjacent lane was made. For almost all the examined locations, our observations are very close to null values; the low speeds on the adjacent lane do not force drivers to decelerate during the LC activity which explains the observed small lengths of shockwaves.
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Figure 49. Observed flow breakdowns on the HOT 
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Figure 50. Observed flow breakdowns on the adjacent GPL 
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Figure 51. Average lane changing activity of I-35W  
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Interstate 394 The collected observations for interstate 394 are limited as compared to I-35W. I-394 in general has a lot less demand and congestion as compared to I-35W. In addition I-394 follows a Closed Access design with allowed access in the form of “gates” (areas of limited length) located strategically around the four major interchanges intersecting this roadway.   Following the same methodology as in I-35W, further investigation was only carried out on a single location of the eastbound direction. This is the only location with congestion in the GPLs.  The objective is to assess the possible difference in safety and mobility of the Closed Access design paradigm.  Four days of footage from I-394 have been analyzed and the collected observations will be presented in a subsequent report.  Access Eastbound 4: I-394 EB (Louisiana Avenue) 
 
Figure 52. Location 908 example camera view facing east 
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Figure 53. Location 909 example camera view facing west Access EB 4 is the second to last gate before the HOT enters the barrier separated reversible section.  The gate is viewed by camera 908 for west of the Louisiana Ave bridge (see Figure 52), and camera 909 for east of the bridge (see Figure 53).  This gate was identified as one of the most important for the I-394 corridor during the video collection task. As it is characteristic of Closed Access design the “gates” experience a very high lane changing activity.  The average observed values reach 100 vehicles per 15 minute intervals during the morning peak hours (Figure 54) and over 60 in the evening peak hours (Figure 55).  The statistical characteristics of the observed flow breakdowns (Figure 62) are on the higher end.   The lengths of the recorded flow breakdowns reached a median value of 4 vehicles while the most extreme value was 12 vehicles.  Despite the conservative design of the access segments on the HOT and the generally lower demand levels, very long shockwaves were generated due to the high speed differential, between the HOT and the adjacent GPL, at this part of the freeway. Once again, the assumption that the optimal design should correspond to the individual needs of each segment is supported and that the individual lane changing characteristics should be taken into account in order to decide about the locations and lengths of the gates.  
 
Figure 54. Average total lane changing activity Access EB 4 AM 
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Figure 55. Average total lane changing activity Access EB 4 PM 
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Figure 56. Average percentage of ILC per TLC for all days of Access EB 4 during 
morning peak 
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Figure 57. Average percentage of ILC per TLC for all days of Access EB 4 during 
evening peak  
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Figure 58. Total lane changing activity August 30th location 909 AM 
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Figure 59. Total lane changing activity August 30th location 909 PM 
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Figure 60. Average percent of vehicles that experience a breakdown of flow AM 
 
 
Figure 61. Average percent of vehicles that experience a breakdown of flow PM 
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Figure 63. Comparison between facilities on I-394 and I-35W 
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Figure 64. Comparison between lane changing activity on I-394 and I-35W   
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6. Development of HOT lane design tools As d methisocduoslsoedgy in th and e beginning of this report, the second objecway this objective f toinalol floyr ev thoe dlvedesig invn oofl ovesptim the dal acevcelesosp fmoent or shartivede w l as to devarOe design of o oane H elop a th f tw  sep ate toT faciloitiesls, one f. Thoe r andhyp oothne feticoral th/fe fptimorecalas lane cting ohang  r iotu f shoing eg ns in a fu re HOT utilizatiocn lkwevavele acs. Wtivityac on an Oility fopllen Aowingcc thesse C faclosed Access design priorities of the project are better served. e believe that this way the pilityur upondseser and  Tcohve reresedt o thfe s thpisec chialap neeter isds d oevf thoe afted in thoreme pentioresentation of the data collection pmodeling required by both methodologies. Fonedllow dingevel cohpapmterent ass des wcelribl ase th soe dmre bocasesics th at Dof the two tools and their respective proposed uses. etails of each needThae nectas o cfes thollese twary dcoata ftion  paroalrl tel h mis sodtueldingy w eferfe cortsol.l Techtede d in twata coons stagfor the locations of interest, which were later used for macistedes m in oainlrdyer o fto v acideoco rmecmodate the data extraction. In addition to the harvested video hine vision as well as moanurdingal s Twrasans alpsoor ctatioollecn.ted Th ue ssingho a dckwatabave mase measuadreme aventailsa pble b recyo thrde Minginns, inductive loop detector data used in this stage. resented in the earesota Dlierep secartiotmnsent o werf e also HA12n ade ddwafortha m, 2ac0itio12naly. T vidh videoeo c roleleccotiordn pinergios dd toaotak p cloacllee ocn Dtioecnem hine vise oion exbjectrtivace otiof thn oisf h taseadk wwayas tos. T choe cllecamt veridaseo u-rbecero 2rd2ingnd,s 2 t0h1at w1 andere l Januaterar uys ed Aductivringe T thrafe hficead Managway cemollent (ectioAn pTMro) gcesantrs byec; gantry cameras psedro wvidere me ones placed on an ause they are situated direcortle acy abcouvrate re the esults roadway. The locations that headway measurements were extracted are presented in Table 7 along with the periods of data collection. 
Table 7. Video data collection for headway extraction 
Camera December 22nd 2011 January 12th 2012 
 Northbound Southbound Northbound Southbound 
619 + + + + 
6091 + + + + 
6101 + +   
6130 + + + + 
6141 + + + + 
6161 + + + + 
6181 + + + + 
6211 + + + + 
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Platoon characteristics and the process of platoon formation are key components towards a better understanding of traffic flow on any given site. Platoons were defined by Athol (1965) as the stable portion of traffic throughout the spectrum of traffic behavior. A later definition in the Highway Capacity Manual (2000) defines a vehicle platoon as a group of vehicles moving together. Several studies in the past have made an effort to categorize vehicles in groups. In most cases a critical headway was defined in order to separate drivers in followers and leaders and derive the platoon size distribution (Athol, 1965). The headway measurements were categorized based on those values. Gaur and Mirchandani (2001) used second-by-second loop detector density data to identify vehicle platoons. Using a time threshold in platoon separation is an effective technique; though it does not capture the individual speed selection. In a more recent study Benekohal, et al. (2004) proposed a dual threshold of either a time headway of less than 4 seconds or a space headway of less than 250 feet as platooning criteria. Using the critical spacing in conjunction with speed data, fluctuations of higher resolution can be captured and different traffic states can be represented effectively using the same separation threshold. Following the creations of the headway/speed/density data sets, they were processed to separate headways of platoon followers and leaders based on a predefined distance of 250 feet or a predefined time threshold of 4 seconds, taking into account prevailing speed conditions (Figure 65) the threshold is suggested in the literature.  
 
Figure 65. Vehicles separation in platoon leaders and followers For the follower headways relatively small values were observed. Drivers decide to follow their leading vehicles at close distances because they do not have to be concerned with lane changing activities from both sides. Another reason could be attributed to the speed differential between the HOT and the GPL. Drivers decide to close the distances between them so that they do not give the opportunity to vehicles from the GPL to merge and cause them inconvenience. Finally, from the platoon size histogram we can observe that platoons on the HOT are short in length (approximately 1-3 vehicles) while the longer the platoon the smaller the probability of its formation. The platoon formation characteristics are presented separately for each site. For reasons explained later headway data were collected only on I-35W. 
I-35W NB at Cliff road. Figure 66 presents the platoon formation characteristics harvested on December 22nd, 2011 and January 12th, 2012 for the segment of I-35W between TH13 and Cliff Road. For this location, 45% of the collected observations corresponded to single vehicles; a fact that underlines the underutilization of the I-35W HOT. Furthermore, as in all the examined cases, the shape of the histogram of leader headways is governed by the choice of drivers 
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not to join a platoon and could be described by an exponential distribution. Finally, the peak of the histogram for follower headways for both days is between 0.75 and 1.15 seconds. This indicates that drivers tend to follow their leaders at relatively short distances. It is possible that drivers in the HOT in order to prevent slower moving vehicles joining from the GP lane decrease their following distances.   
 
Figure 66. Platoon formation characteristics 1 
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Figure 67. Platoon formation characteristics 2  
by the choice of drivers not to join a platoon and could be described by an exponential 
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distribution. The peak of the histogram for follower headways for both days (Figure 68) was between 0.85 and 1.15 seconds. 
  
 
 
 
Figure 68. Platoon formation characteristics 3 
      Lane Change Trajectory Dataset  The lane change trajectory dataset required for the development the OLCR model was build based on measurements and observation from the segment of I-35W northbound between 
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46th street and 41st street. The location of interest is a 2000 feet freeway segment of I-35W Northbound.  The segment of interest contains four general purpose lanes and one HOV/ HOT lane with an entrance ramp located at 46th Street as presented in Figure 69.   This segment of the freeway was identified as one that would be capable of providing a large sample of vehicle high resolution trajectories for drivers merging to the freeway from the entrance ramp of 46th street and moving all the way to the HOT. In that way, all the steps of the lane changing process would be captured so that all the necessary parameters of developing the OLCR model. Ideally trajectories would have been collected for vehicles merging out of the HOT facility as well and several potential locations were examined for that reason on both I-35W and I-394. In the case of I-35W the great length of the merging areas to the HOT lane made it difficult to identify such a location where a large amount of vehicle trajectories for vehicles merging out of the freeway could be extracted.  
 
Figure 69. Freeway segment for trajectory extraction 
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In order to develop the optimal lane changing region tool observations of all the steps of the lane changing process after a vehicle merged in the freeway from the 46th street entrance ramp and all the way to the HOT lane were necessary along with the decisions associated with each step. For the construction of this dataset the analysis of three days’ worth of data (October 30th 2012 to November 1st 2012) was sufficient to provide 50 accurate vehicle trajectories. For the three days of interest lane changing activity was investigated for the time period between 08:00 am and 10:00. This decision can be explained by the following considerations: 
• For this time period the density fluctuated between congested states and free flow, providing a broad spectrum of density values for each lane. 
• Lighting conditions were able to provide a clear view of the highway’s lane dividers which was essential for measuring the quantities of interest.  The following measurements for each lane change were captured, along with the time increments that drivers spent on each lane as well as between the lanes: 
• The exact location of the merging point to the freeway. 
• Gap sizes (accepted and rejected lead and lag gaps) and vehicle lengths. 
• Prevailing speed on the target lane and speeds of subject vehicles that desire to change lane. This process began by developing a script that enables simultaneous viewing of the six different videos recorded from the location of interest as shown in Figure 70.  
 
Figure 70. Trajectory extraction working environment 
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The first step was to synchronize the cameras so that a subject vehicle could be tracked through the series of cameras. Time stamps for individual cameras were not perfectly synchronized and a calibration step had to take place before extracting measurements. This was done by adjusting the offsets of each camera utilizing a feature of the written script. The optimal configuration was obtained through a trial and error process until the time stamps for all cameras were perfectly synchronized.   To obtain vehicle trajectories, lane changes were identified from the first camera (Camera 1) and then high resolution video data of the subsequent cameras was analyzed for measuring the necessary quantities. Vehicles desiring to merge to the HOT would use their indicator light after merging to the freeway in order to signal their intension to change lanes. Considering the lane dividers length and the spacing between them, traced the position of the subject vehicle while successively changing lanes.   Establishing a zero foot reference point, which is shown by the red line in Figure 71, was essential for recording the distances from the entering point.  One example is illustrated in Figure 71 presenting a vehicle merging to the first lane after approximately 132 feet from the predefined position.   Vehicles were classified in two different types in order to establish vehicle lengths. Vehicle lengths were determined to be 17 feet for SUVs, vans or trucks and 14 foot length for cars.  These assumptions were made from researching dimensions of different makes and models of vehicles.  The accepted gap was derived by adding the lag gap, the lead gap and the vehicle’s length.  
 
Figure 71. Defining the zero reference point Figure 72 presents the moment that a subject vehicle is changing lane; the lag and lead gaps were measured at this point.  In addition, the number and lengths of rejected gaps had to be measured as well.  
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Figure 72. Lead and lag gap The last piece of information collected was the speeds of vehicles participating in the lane changing process.  In order to accomplish this, it was necessary to use a fixed length on the 
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Figure 73. Obtaining speed estimates Along the analysis process several difficulties were identified and were addressed. Video footage for the time period between 05:00am to 08:00am was discarded due to poor 
changes lies in the limitation of gap acceptance models to accommodate this phenomenon. 
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Figure 74 presents the boxplots of the collected time increments that vehicles spend on eacthe edh lane in thges of theire b efoxf arort toe th re 2eac5thh th ande H 7OT lane. On each box, the central mark isextreme data points not considered outl5ierth ps,er andcentil outlesier, ths are we phisloktteders ex indtendivid toual th the me moedst ian, wseen thhich cat asan b ve intuehicitivles melyo exve toplained the r bigyh tht the fe timact the that trey safpficend is l oign each h lane is decreasly. Iingt can b e ter as vehicles move to the left.  
 
Figure 74. Time increments' box plots Separating the time vehicles spent on each lane based on a threshold in speed is presented in aggFriegguatedre 75 b andoxp lFoitsgu isre el 76im. Iinatedt can b afe stereen th separat tatinghe d thece oreasbsingerv patioatterns inn o twbsero gvredou in thps base ed on a threshold of 30mph. This reveals the random character of the time increments spent on each lane if speed is controlled.  
 
Figure 75. Time increments' box plots for speeds over 30 MPH  
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Figure 76. Time increments' box plots for speeds less than 30 MPH Furthermore, Figure 77 presents the distance that vehicles cover on each lane in their effort to merge to the lane on their left. Figure 77 is derived from Figure 74 by incat dorporating the obtained swthhichr civan bers se expendplained on eac byh th lane incpeed mreaseasesur asem ventsehic floesr th me vove feh es of  T f ricolm the m interest.e increase in speed rom lane to lane. Thiso incst lrefeast tohe d thise rtancight e dgeneroes noal trt apendply is to no tht ase d cisotancnspice vuehouics blesec cauovsere o of thn the ave 4ailth labane.ility T ohe deviation froming th tre end f gaps on the HOT which, despite the higher speeds, results in a smaller distance than drivers cover on the 3rd lane.  
 
Figure 77. Distance covered on each lane  Separating distance vehicles cover on each lane is based on a threshold in speed of 30 mph and is presented in Figure 78 and Figure 79. It can be seen that the increasing pattern ocobndseritiovedns in th are exe agceedgregingated 30 b moxpphl.o Itsn th reme cainsase th foat sr obpseedervsatio are lnso cwapertu thredan 3 w0hmen thph, the se peed character of the distance vehicles cover on each lane does not follow the aforementioned decreasing pattern and appears to be more random depending on the driver.  
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Figure 78. Distance covered on each lane for speeds over 30 MPH  
 
Figure 79. Distance covered on each lane for speeds less than 30 MPH  Finally, Figure 80 presents two boxplots of the gaps that drivers rejected or accepted in their effort to join the HOT lane after merging to the highway from the 46th street entrance rramejecpted. It c gan baps de soeseen  notht exat thceede d thata pe 2o5int corresponding to the 75th percentile for the boundary between accepted and rejecthted per gcapentils (ape opfr thoxe acimatelcepyted 95 g fapeet)s s. Fketcurthhinger d thise cussion about the gap acceptance modeling will be presented in the next section.  
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Figure 80. Accepted and rejected gaps  Gap Acceptance Modeling IIn thn thise s shecoctiokwna thve pe drevopelagopatioment on m f a gap acceptance model used in both tools is psimulated vehicle sequences usingod thele r disestuurlbtsan ofc thes are de intreveloopdeduc Gedap to A pccoepsitiotancnse m ofr these ented. tharat we evalayu,ated the d andecis arioe eithn proceress is emulated odel. In lane change. For the OLCR m roejdelec gtedap o acr ac in thcep e same fashion that occurs in reality; gaps the time increments that drivers spent ocn eaceptanted, with the first accepted gap initiating the hce is once again crucial and used to shape FCrooncmep thtuesale slyet o the pf grapocses thse d of Grivaper A rcejcepectedtanc ale isl b uo lane along theirt thne the oat invne thoat wlves sas suevbsereqaluent decisions.  finally g acapcsep ofted inter.  est. AK sita utudsyed th a lat dogrit mawso mdelan toy p daresalcrlibelse d writhiver th’se p wrilolingposnesed ms tood eithel weras ac decvepelto opred rej becy Kt a gita (ap1 at 993). mMerogdingel s areeaslec btetwioneen f reeways and on-ramps. Tachce depevtingel a gopedap G bapas Aedc ocepn a stancet oe mf modeasel isur a lemoentsgit m. Foodrel eac that dh lane cerivhesang the e pqrobability of thforat w describing the Gap Acceptance were harvested. More s uantities of interest speed oern the use tared toget l desanecrib ande th the de secizisesio on wf there le theade s acpceedepted of thpece sifuicbaljeclyt v thehe miceasle, thurements rejected gaps.   gap, the lag accepted ge papr andevail thinge  Since the collected dNLinearelder M andod Wel (edGLdMer)b wata asw uersede c. Gonnecurn (1972) Lin an efMs artede ex withtens a bivinarely uy rsedesp, afons ariable, a General  f tere v they w izedort to extend ordinary linear rerege intrressioon sduoced th bat y response variables can be described by a distribution other than the normal. The distribution describing the response variable for this modeling effort is binomial (Bernoulli 
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since the gaps are either accepted or rejected). The following equation describes the probability of accepting a gap given a set of explanatory variables X and their 
corresponding fitted parameters β in logistic regression. Pr(𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒|𝐗) = 𝑒(𝛃𝚾)
1 + 𝑒(𝛃𝚾)        (Eq. 5)  The first step was to decide about the parameters that have a significant effect on the shape of the response variable and then evaluate several proper link functions to describe the data before concluding that the logit function derives the best fit. Using R software, a first attempt to describe the collected binary decisions using all the collected explanatory variables was conducted. Table 8 presents the fitting results for this first approach taking account of all the collected explanatory variables. It can be concluded based on the obtained p-values that three parameters have a statistically significant effect on describing the binary dataset; the speed of the subject vehicle, the prevailing speed on the target lane and the size of the lag gap. 
Table 8. Fitting results for all the available parameters 
Parameter Value Standard Error z value Pr(>|z|) 
β0 (Intercept) -1.391 2.272 -0.612 0.540 
β1 (Lag Gap) 0.054 0.012 4.494 0.000 
β2 (Lead Gap) 0.002 0.007 0.257 0.798 
β3 (Target Lane Speed) -0.088 0.042 -2.098 0.036 
β4 (Subject Speed) 0.120 0.044 2.722 0.007 
β5 (Vehicle Length) -0.014 0.125 -0.108 0.914 
AIC 172.61     The size of the leading gap was proven to be statistically insignificant and this can also be explained intuitively. When a driver evaluates gaps in order to join the target lane, the leading gap is less important than the lag gap because the vehicles speed can be adjusted to match the leaders speed while evaluating constantly its reactions (acceleration, deceleration). In the case of the lag gap estimating the following vehicle’s reactions and speed is more challenging and more difficult to adjust the subject vehicle’s speed so that a “safe” transition to the target lane can be achieved. Thus the lag gap has a greater effect on the shape of the decision. It can also be shown from the sign of the corresponding parameter that the greater the length of the lag gap, the higher is the probability of being accepted. It can also be seen that the length of the vehicle does not have a significant effect either. This can be attributed to the fact that the plethora of the harvested observations corresponded to vehicles that their length were either 14 feet (car) or 17 feet (SUV) and very few observations corresponded to buses. In that way most of small difference in vehicle’s length (3 feet) was not reflected in the value that the predicted response obtained.  
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Furthermore, the sign of the parameter corresponding to the target lane was negative. As such, the faster the target lane moves the lower the probability of accepting a gap. In most cases the speed of the target lane was higher than of the speed of the subject vehicle and thus the observed speed difference makes a gap on the target lane less attractive for a driver.  Finally the sign of the parameter for the subject vehicle’s speed is positive and opposite from the one of the target lane’s parameter. The two observations combined reveal the aforementioned effect of the speed difference in the probability of accepting a gap.  The logit model that was selected presents the probability of accepting a gap given the subject vehicle’s speed, the target lane’s speed and the size of the leading gap. The fitting details are presented in Table 9.  Pr(𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒|𝐺𝑎𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑔,𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡,𝑉𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡) = 𝑒(−1.49 + 0.05∗𝐺𝑎𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑔  − 0.09∗𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 +0.12∗𝑉𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 )
1 + 𝑒(−1.49 + 0.05∗𝐺𝑎𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑔 − 0.09∗𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 +0.12∗𝑉𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡) (Eq. 6) where Gaplag  is the size of the lag gap in feet,     Vtarget is the speed of the target lane in miles/hour and      Vsubject is the speed of the subject vehicle in miles/hour.  
Table 9. Fitting results using a Logit link function 
Parameter Value Standard Error z value Pr(>|z|) 
β0 (Intercept) -1.493 0.736 -2.027 0.043 
β1 (Lag Gap) 0.054 0.011 4.676 0.000 
β3 (Subject Speed) 0.119 0.043 2.748 0.006 
β4 (Target Lane Speed) -0.088 0.041 -2.163 0.031 
AIC 166.71        
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7. Optimal Lane Changing Region Design Tool In th of meris cginghap artereas th ise d pevreselentedoped m. Tethhiso mdethology for computing thdecisions on defining the Optimal odology was construe octedptim toal su lopcpatioort engn andineer lengs’th  flane followacingilities that d thesat adign popht ila oCslosopheyd,  rA Lcane Cescess phhangiloinsogp Rhyeg. ions (OLCtrict th  For most oRfs th) oeirn f loengrththco, fmacingilities HOT  andand entr its adancjace rent GamPLps ( ane.gd. al I-3lo9w4 ac Minneapcess onloy at se interelecactedtio arn beasetw useeu n vlis, MN).  ally behetwicleseen im on thpe Hortant exOT lane it Utilemuizlatinging th the he parvested trajectory data, as presented in the previous chapdeveloped. The groocales osf d thriviser mseth folloodwol toog ytr wavaser tose b repetwrodeen thuce the e oGPLbsser tov ejodi trnter th,e H a mOeTth lane wodology that drivers covered during their movement between the entrance ramp andavel th de HistancOT lesane. as   Avalfteridated the p, an imropospedlem menodtatioel’s abn siltrityateg to emy wuaslate thidentify the OLCRs by evaluating the model d’sevele dopesedir se lo thane cat enghangineering acs in thtivitye f wutuasr e can thallat l lanesane c ish c  output at various demandangonsingider ised th toe s bame eqe buivetwalent toeen cas treafs tfihc dat densrivityer. Isn ad movde toitio thn, ueirnd leverel thse as. Demsuandmptio forn  lrane sight tho the pat throceseys c wan exas alist tho abe fle toreew acayco at thunt fe foro vllehowicingles ex desiring to merge o lefut andt of th toe  thit ramp.  HOTeir  Fsamirst,p trledaf uficsing flo thw we fasind reingcosns otrf a Fuctedund famor all the general purpose lanes; headways were incprorcemessents the G thapat v Aehccepicletancs spe ment oodel presentedental Diagram investigation for each lane. In this lanes after accepting n each lane. I earn adldieritio wn,as th ue timsed toe d shrapivere ths se timpent be etween dpisartramibeterutio dn fesittedcrib toing th a ge capo wrrases rpoepndlicingated m beasy durrawemingents r.and Finom numbers from a Log-normal was also taken into ac thcoue timnt. Te thhe fat dinalr oivuertcso smpesend o bf thefisor me lethooalklingy, an ad for adn apitionalpro behavioral and lengths for merging areas on HOT facilities. odology are advisporriate gy posaitiop ns Aprhompedosed, et al meth. (1o9d9o6l)o dgye.v Ieln thopede p a lropane cosedh mangethingod model that shares commonalities with the d(1o9 no96t need); the ex toam selinedect a l drane oiversf’ th sameirp cle shoicole as in thole mogyo in odel prdrerop toos eddefel c  bine the Oy in ludes drivers that intendy A tohm uedL et alCR, d. rivers Tlane andra  will always move to the lane on their left. se the HOT DReciagornsfftricu Fctinglow traf rfice fcloonsw on thtrue GctioPLs wn as basedLognoamrm inval desistrtigibatioution,n f undor derens the vitiesal bidelatedow as capsuacmp otion thn the fat hindings of a Fundamental levels below the critical density for the sake of simitypl.ic Tityhis.  efResfoeadrt mwainlaysy ar coe fnsoidllou erwsing dens thitye lts will also be presented  though for density levels exceeding the critical density of the facility by relaxing the condition of independent selection of headways as will be demonstrated in a later section. 
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Based on the harvested trajectory measurements, it was shown that working with densities below the critical density does not affect the value of the results significantly. Figure 81 presents two boxplots, one for observed trajectory lengths for traffic conditions below capacity and another for traffic conditions exceeding capacity. As observed, the ranges of the two sub-datasets as well as the 75th percentiles are equal while the 25th percentile for the distances harvested for prevailing conditions above the critical density is significantly lower than for the cases corresponding to traffic conditions below the critical density.  Therefore, the difference between the two conditions can be overseen since this discrepancy will result in vehicles merging before the proposed position of the gate for traffic conditions above the critical density. Thus, drivers will reach the adjacent lane to the HOT before the proposed gate and they will be able to merge as soon as an opening becomes available. Figure 82 presents the Cumulative Distribution Function of the constructed dataset and will be later used to evaluate the output of the OLCR model.  
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Figure 81. Comparison between trajectory lengths for cases above and below 
capacity 
 
 
Figure 82. Cumulative distribution function for of the harvested trajectory lengths 
Fundamental Diagram investigation As mentioned above, a fundamental diagram investigation first took place in order to define quantities such as free flow speed and jam density for each lane. The bell-shaped FD proposed by Greenshields, et al. (1935) was fitted to data extracted for each lane of the examined freeway segment. The decision for using Greenshield’s model instead of another FD, such as the Triangular shaped FD (Newell, 2002), was motivated by the fact that a mild speed differential was desired between the general purpose lanes. Using the triangular shaped FD would assign only the free flow speed to the simulated streams and thus a miniscule speed differential would be achieved between the GPLs; the modeling efforts of this study are mainly bounded by the capacity of each lane. Figure 83 demonstrates the aforementioned speed-density, flow-density and speed flow relationships for the FD proposed by Greenshield’s.   
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Figure 83. Fundamental relationships (Immers and Logghe 2002) For Greenshield’s model the speed – density relationship is described by Equation 7, while the flow – density and flow-speed relationships are presented in Equations 8 and 9.  𝑢 = 𝑈𝑒(𝑘) = 𝑢𝑘𝑓 (𝑘𝑗 − 𝑘)       (Eq. 7)  𝑞 = 𝑄 𝑗𝑒(𝑘) = 𝑢𝑘𝑓𝑗 𝑘(𝑘𝑗 − 𝑘)       (Eq. 8) 
−1 𝑢 𝑞 = 𝑈𝑒(𝑞) = 𝑘𝑗𝑢 �1 − 𝑢𝑓�      (Eq. 9) 
The fitted parameters for the FD of each lane are presented in Table 10 while Figure 84 to Figure 87 present the fitted curves with the harvested data being superimposed. As shown a very high R Squared value was achieved in all cases with the lowest being close to 86 %. The lowest value was achieved for the most right lane and stems from the larger amount of congestion that this lane experienced compared to the rest four lanes. This lead to a more disperse scatter in the right side of the parabola. For the rest of the lanes the R2 value obtained was over 90 % capturing the collected data with high accuracy. The fitted curves were used instead of raw data to derive the corresponding speed and flow given the desired value of density.  
Table 10. Fundamental diagram fitted parameters 
Lane 𝒖𝒇 (𝒎𝒊𝒍𝒆𝒔/𝒉𝒐𝒖𝒓)  𝒌𝒋 (𝒗𝒆𝒉𝒊𝒍𝒆𝒔/ 𝒎𝒊𝒍𝒆)  R2 (%) 
1 70.6 102.7 86.4 
2 69.2 112.1 99.5 
3 72.3 99.4 90.3 
4 77 101.2 99.6  
 
Figure 84. Fitted fundamental diagram lane 1 
 
Figure 85. Fitted fundamental diagram lane 2  
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Figure 86. Fitted fundamental diagram lane 3 
 
 
Figure 87. Fitted fundamental diagram lane 4 To address what is the most appropriate distribution for describing the collected headway measurements, several distributions were tested including the Exponential, the Normal the 
example of the aforementioned sup-norm. 
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Weibull andccoondrresitioponsnd  the Lognormal. Headway meas bingelo dwens capityac mityeas werure cemoentsnsid. Feroedr thurisem stepents o wnlyere first connected to their fit based on the Maximum Likelihood value am. Thoe Lngo thgnoe tesrm headways correspotedal d disistrtribibutioution pnsr (oEvndidinged th toe b trafesft ic Normal and Weibull). xponential, Aco mrrixesedpo pndroinggram densmingity f soor thmuat a mlation wore acas cconstructed to partition headways based on their smet oethfo pdarolamogyeter wass o thf that te Lhe mognoosrt acmalc durisate Ctribuurate ftion.it coefficient o Thoe ruldeas be acon fhoievr dedevel uosingping m source thh a an one distribution could be computed.  f Variation for the fitted Lognormal Tofh this fe oorbmsuerlatioved dn aimata anded in m the finimittediz dingistr thibe infutioinin utys noingr a sm bet oetwf Leen thognore emmal dpirisictralib duistiotrnsib.ution Einfquinityatio norm is the maximum difference betw  The as provedn 1 b0y. I thdeale Gllyiv, ifen thkoe no-Cantelrm cloi Tnvhereogresem to ( zeeren tho the twen tho de twistroibW  duistiotribnsu as described in ellner, 1977). Figure 88 iltiolunsstr aratese th an e same 
 ‖𝐹𝑛 − 𝐹‖∞ = sup𝑥∈ℝ+|𝐹𝑛(𝑥) − 𝐹(𝑥)|      (Eq. 10)  
 
Figure 88. Sup-Norm In the following formulation the boundaries between subsequent partitions are denoted by 
𝑢 , the number of partitions is denoted by N with Nmax being the maximum number of 
between the two distributions.  
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Deciding about the optimal number of partitions was conducted by interpreting the output of the algorithm. Specifically, after optimal values for the boundaries of each number of partitions were obtained, a weighted sum of the sup-norms for the different subsets of each partition was computed. The partition with the minimum value for the sup-norm was the solution to the problem. Despite the simple formulation and the limitations of the optimization toolbox a decrease in the sup-norm was observed and finally the optimal partitioning was concluded to correspond to two regions with a breakpoint in the density domain at 29.6 vehicles/mile. The corresponding value for the sup-norm was 2.1 % (Table 11). The largest number of partitions tested was 5 due to high computational effort that was required. Figure 89 presents the comparison between the estimated and the empirical cumulative distribution function for the two selected regions with a very accurate fit being achieved. 
Table 11. Optimal Sup-Norm values for various partitions 
Number of Partitions Sup-norm (percentage) 
1 3 
2 2.1 
3 3.4 
4 3.3 
5 3.8  
 
Figure 89. Comparison for optimal partitioning between estimated and observed 
CDFs Under the assumption that headways are independent and identically distributed, a random number generator following a lognormal surface of distributions was responsible 
relationship between flow and density as derived from Greenshield’s FD the mean value for the headway sample is presented in Equation 11 as the inverse of flow:  
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fhoeadr recwoayns stramucptingle h thade  tod vesariryed, r hefeadlectingway th seqe fuluencctuesatio. Thnse m in dean vensalityu.e o Givf then the ge Fenerundatedam ental 
ℎ� = �𝑢𝑓 ∗ 𝑘 ∗ �1 − 𝑘𝑘𝑗��−1      (Eq. 11) The second parameter that had to be computed was the standard deviation of the simulated sample; this step utilized the findings of the partitioning problem. The Coefficient of Variation (CV) for each region was computed in an effort to connect the mean of the distribution with its variance based on the collected data. Equation 12 presents the estimator that derives the CV based on the standard deviation of the two samples (Koopmans, et al. 1964).  
𝐶𝑣𝑙𝑛� = �𝑒𝑠𝑙𝑛2 − 1        (Eq. 12) where 𝑆𝑙𝑛 is the sample standard deviation of the data after a natural log transformation. For the density region between 0 and 29.6 vehicles the samples estimated CV was 0.98 and for the region between 29.6 vehicles/mile and 51 vehicles/mile (critical density) was equal to 0.82. The CV used for computing the standard deviation of the sample was decided to be equal to the average of the two computed values (0.88). Equation 13 gives the standard deviation for a selected mean value given the CV. 
𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑣� = ℎ� ∗ 𝐶𝑣𝑙𝑛�         (Eq. 13) Thus, for the given mean and the estimated standard deviation, the parameters for the Lognormal distribution were computed by Equations 14 and 15. 
𝑚𝑢 = ln � ℎ�
�𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑣� +ℎ�2  �            (Eq. 14) 
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎 =  �ln �𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑣�
ℎ�2+1
�       (Eq. 15) Figure 90 presents the surface of probability density functions for the range of the examined traffic conditions based on the results of this investigation. The presented surface covers the whole spectrum of density that this step covers ranging between 5 vehicles/mile and 51 vehicles/mile. It can be seen that as density values increase, the mode of the distribution is shifting to the right delivering larger headway values. This is intuitively explained by considering that vehicles follow their leaders in shorter distances as density increases. 
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Figure 90. Surface of lognormal distributions for headway sequence reconstruction The assumption of independence was tested empirically using Autocorrelation functions (Box, et al. 2011) for a number of different sequences of observed headways. One example is25 p vrehesentedicles/ in milFe;igu it crean  91b e sforeen th a time series of headways covering dens% confidence intervals only for twat o lthage aus sutoppcoorrtingrelatio the ln facunck otiof dn exependceeditiess th betwe coeen 2mputed0 and 95  afsufceccestingsiv de heceadisiownsay b setelweceen dtions. Those two values do not have a particuenclar me beaningetween  in asseqsuumencptioe (n oobsf indervedep lenagd)enc cannorivt bere afs sincfece a dted bryiv a ver thehicat isle th 15at is po 1sitio5 pnsos uitiopsnstream in the e was not supported for headway sequences exc aheedeading o thf it.e  The critical density. Simulation results will be presented for both conditions below the critical density as well as conditions that exceed the critical density. 
 
Figure 91. Autocorrelation function for headway time series with 95% confidence 
intervals 
Car following Afairfterly th sime mplece, rhuanisle bmas redes, cpoarns-fibollle fowoingr rec moecnshtranisuctingm w hasead devwelayo speqedu senco thesat tr wasaj decesif tocribedbe generated. More spec ically, vehic ries can , a leaders’ speed if a headway thresholdl wesas m voiovinlatedg fas. ter  than their leader would match their Qin puantiflatoyoingn fo thlloe afwerosrem andentio platonedon l headeaderways b thasredes ohn eithold was ctime threshold of 3.1 seconds. Previous studies have usered a sonpdacuce thtedr besyh soepldar ofating 280  vfeet oehiclres a  2d5is0ting feet ouishr a timing vehe thiclreses in thhold oe twf 4.o0 af secoroemndentios (Benednek groups th bye s eithamere m a sannerpace th ofr ohal, et al. 2004). In the presesent sholtud odyf the two separation param , presents the resulting histoetergrams wser oe tuf headnedw in oays rcdoerrres top soepndaringate h to peadlatowoayn fs.o Fllioguwreer 92 and  platoon leaders while Figure 93 presents a boxplot in an effort to present the characteristics of the follower headways sample. 
 
Figure 92. Follower and leader headway histograms  
 
Figure 93. Follower headways boxplot 
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To replicate drivers’ willingness to approach their leader a stochastic threshold was used for each driver of the simulated stream. In particular, using the 25th percentile of the followers’ headways as the mean of an exponential distribution the aforementioned threshold was sampled for each vehicle. If the followers moved at a higher speed than their leaders and the headway threshold was violated, then followers would match the speed of their leaders. Individual vehicle speeds were derived by sampling from a normal distribution with a mean equal to the prevailing speed of the GPL and a standard deviation equal to 3 feet/second. The reason supporting this desired variation in speed was based on the need for gaps to fluctuate over time. Figure 94 presents generated trajectories for a 5 minute interval for the most right lane, while Figure 95 presents the multilevel field of trajectories for all the GPLs participating in the experiment.  
 
Figure 94. Sample vehicle trajectories for lane 3 
 
 
Figure 95. Sample multilevel vehicle trajectories for the 4 GPLs of the examined 
network 
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Modeling duration of drivers movement between lanes Adrinovethrser s qpuenantityd betw ofeen l interanesest f afor the development of the OLCR model was the time that the time which drivers consume bteretw theyeen m finalakly acingc a dept a gecisapion and on th re tarepogseitiot lane.ning S thpeceirif ically, vehicles in the middle of the target ltoex ctrapacted m th ajectory dataset andane htur  fro e trm ad a d to be quantified as well. Additioe the rando ness of this quantity. istribution was fitted to the resunallting data w datasaset  Tseche bondesst f andit to v thariance hare eqvesutedal to data w 0.6 seascon a nods2rm (Faligu disretr 96ibu).tio Amn wongith th me dean eqifferent dual tois 2tr.7ib9u tions that were tested, the normal best fit to the data based on the log-likelihood of each estimated distribution. The fitting results are summarized in Table 12. 
 
Figure 96. Distribution fitting results for the time drivers spend between lanes  
Table 12. Distribution fitting results for the time that drivers spend between lanes 
Distribution: Normal 
Log Likelihood -136.7 
Sample's Mean: 2.79 
Sample's variance: 0.36 
Parameter Estimate Std. Error 
mu 2.79 0.05 
sigma 0.60 0.04    
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Figure 97. Schematic methodology of defining the OLCRs 
 
 
Figure 98. Visualizing the output of the proposed methodology Experiment  Edervalivuedating fro thm the oe cutpourrt oesfp thonde col ingonstructedev ution for the days between O indctoubcertiv m l 3e lethodo ogy was based0thoo andp detec Novtoemrsb. Mero 1rse st wp oecn thifice dallyem, thande d inpensuityt  bthetwat meen 0ost o8f: th00e oamb andserv 0atio9:0ns0am wer using 5 minute intervals; this is in acas ucosedrdanc fore w the time e cap ith the fact intoprev acioucos sunt at thection disens firitsty s vtepalu. es  exceedingtur thed de curriticingal th disens timitye p oerf eaciodh. A lane ws statedere no in a t taken Given the density evolution, trajectories corresponding to the prevailing density conditions were generated for all the GPLs. Following the steps of the developed methodology, trajectories of vehicles entering the freeway form the entrance ramp and moving all the 
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way to the HOT lane were simulated in response to the given traffic conditions. The main quantity of interest was the total distance that vehicles traveled along the freeway.  Simulation results After the information described in previous section were incorporated in the process a comparison between the harvested trajectory lengths and the simulated trajectory lengths was necessary in order to conclude about the validity of the developed methodology. The comparison between the simulated and the observed data is presented through their corresponding Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) as well as Probability Density Functions (PDFs). Since the harvested dataset was limited to 50 vehicle trajectories it was decided to use 95% Confidence Intervals (CI) around the empirical CDF for the collected data in an effort to take into consideration unobserved trajectories. Specifically, the 95% CIs were computed based on Greenwood’s formula (Greenwood, 1926).  The first effort to replicate the observed trajectory lengths was not successful and the simulated vehicles reached the HOT lane long before they did in reality. Figure 99 presents the CDF of the simulated trajectory lengths (red color), the CDF of the collected trajectory lengths (blue color) and the 95% CI corresponding to the empirical CDF of the collected observations (green color).  This observation underlined the need of incorporating the Traffic Assessment Parameter (TAP) in the process as described in an earlier section of this Chapter. TAP is an unobserved behavioral parameter that describes the time that drives spend on the lane they have just joined evaluating the conditions of the lane before they try to find an appropriate gap and merge to the lane on their left.  
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Figure 99. CDF comparison between observed and simulated trajectory lengths with 
95 % confidence intervals without TAP The first step towards identifying the characteristics of this unobserved parameter was to assume that it is constant for all drivers and observe the impact of this assumption to the results of the simulation. Specifically, TAP was assumed to be equal to 0.9 seconds for all drivers. The results of the simulation experiment under this assumption are presented in Figure 100. Even though the gap between the two CDFs was decreased the need of a larger 
voarf TAPianc.  e f or the simulated trajectories was identified; this underlined the stochastic nature 
 
Figure 100. CDF comparison between observed and simulated trajectory lengths 
with 95% confidence intervals with constant TAP = 0.9 seconds The next step was to sample values for TAP from a unimodal distribution (a truncated Normal with mean equal to 0 seconds and standard deviation equal to 2.2 seconds) so that the sto imchasticdmisajtroibr utioprn wovemity of the parameter can be accomas incent oreasf thede r andesu it clts aan als supsop bore steed bmyo Fdiatedgure. T 10his1. m Thoe vdifaricatioen that the CDF of the siimancn re oesf thultede res in a ulated trajectoultingries  lies in the region defined by the 95% confidence intervals. 
 
Figure 101. CDF comparison between observed and simulated trajectory lengths 
with 95% confidence intervals with sotchastic TAP  
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It can be seen that for the whole spectrum of the observed data the simulation results are within the region that the CI define. Especially for outputs that exceed 1300 feet in length, the model captures the character of the observed distances with great accuracy. To support this observation, both the collected and the simulated trajectories were separated based on the threshold of 1300 feet. For the resulting subgroups a comparison based on their estimated kernel smoothed density is illustrated in Figure 102 and Figure 103.  The estimate is based on a normal kernel function, and is evaluated at 100 equally spaced points that cover the range of the given vector each time. Figure 102 presents the comparison for the group of simulated and collected trajectories exceeding 1300 feet in length. Clearly, the model closely captured the character of the collected data in great detail. 
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Figure 102. PDF comparison between the observed and the simulated Kernel 
smoothed density of trajectory lengths for lengths over 1300 feet For trajectories that are below the threshold of 1300 feet the performance of the proposed methodology is not as accurate as in the previous case. While experimenting with the developed model, it was observed that short trajectories in length are likely to be reproduced for traffic conditions close to the critical density. The modeling efforts are bounded by the critical density and thus lower speeds than 35 miles/hour cannot be simulated.  Figure 103 presents a PDF comparison between the observed and simulated trajectories that are lesser than 1300 feet. Even though the model is not performing accurately for this region, simulated vehicles will reach the HOT lane later compared to what has been observed in reality. In a hypothetical design based on the output of the model this will result in vehicles reaching the adjacent lane to HOT lane earlier than the “gate” and thus they will have the opportunity to merge as soon as they are beside the proposed access zone. Once again the 95 % CIs presented in Figure 104 support the fact that the simulated trajectories are within an acceptable region for this group as well.  
 
Figure 103. PDF comparison between the observed and the simulated Kernel 
smoothed density of trajectory lengths for lengths less than 1300 feet 
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Expanding this simulation to densities exceeding the critical density In an effort to examine the model’s behavior at densities exceeding the critical density, detector signal for the dates that the trajectory extraction took place were used but this time signal was used for the desired traffic conditions. The trajectory lengths that were used to validate the models output in this step corresponded to the same traffic conditions as the ones used in the input of this experiment; densities over 75 vehicles/mile were not used since attractive gaps are not available and thus drivers need to cooperate with vehicles on the lane that they wish to join. First, headways were partitioned in two regions using the same optimization formulation described earlier in this chapter. The optimal partitioning was obtained for separating headways in two groups with a break point at 18.5 vehicles/mile. The same process was followed to obtain the corresponding CV as well as the new surface of distributions used in the experiment. Figure 104 presents the output of the model for the selected input as well as the corresponding trajectory lengths harvested for the aforementioned density levels with 95 % confidence intervals. Once again the models performance is supported by field observations. 
 
Figure 104. CDF comparison between observed and simulated trajectory lengths 
with 95% confidence intervals with stochastic TAP Comparison with commonly used practices In this section, a hypothhGyPLs and OT lane eticpothetic oalne H freeway segism pent.rales sentedcenar.io aiming in identifying the OLCR for a freeway wi Here, i Fti isgu asres 10um5ed pr thesat oentsnl a sy thche lemocaticatio rn oeprf thesentatioe entrancn otfh th 4 e rpamurppo toses th oe ff srimeewplicayity sh thape FesD ths oe lfeng the Gth andPLs o pfo thsitioe hyn o e characteristics of the examined segment earlier in thpofth thetice pralo fproeewseday m erarge idingentic zone.al F toor th e qmuerantitiesging fr oLm1, L th2e entr, Ltotal, as they are presented i is Chapter. The goal is to define the ance ramp can achieve ton  joFin trigureaf 105fic o,n th so the Hat pOTo ltentialane with usin thers e boundaries of the merging zone.   
 
 
Figure 105. Test Site 
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 Several studies in the past have derived guidelines to define the aforementioned quantities of interest. A discussion can be found in the background chapter; their findings with respect to the quantities of interest are briefly repeated. Specifically, the HOV Systems Manual (National Research Council, 1998) proposes a distance of Ltotal equal to 2500 feet regardless of the number of General purpose lanes. Two limitations were identified in this approach; it does not take into account cases that the interaction between the HOT and its adjacent lane need to be minimized and traffic conditions and traffic patterns of the GPLs are not instilled in the design process.  Fuhs (1990) proposed a methodology that accounts for the number of lane changes that are necessary for vehicles to merge to the HOT lane after merging to the freeway from the nearest entrance ramp or vehicles that need to exit to the exit ramp downstream. The minimum proposed value for Ltotal was set to 500 feet for each lane change and the recommended value was equal to 1000 feet. In a similar framework the California department of Transportation (1991) proposed a minimum distance of 660 feet per lane change. Regarding the length of the opening length several values have been proposed in an effort to accommodate the weaving demand of users of the facility and all range between 900 feet and 1500 feet (Fuhs (1990), Yang et al. (2011), ASSHTO (FHWA, (2004)), Kuhn et al. (2005)). Yang et al. (2011) proposed a probabilistic approach towards quantifying advisory designs utilizing gap acceptance theory. The results of the proposed methodology with respect to the length of the gate and Ltotal varied between 2000 feet and 4200 feet depending on the free flow speed of the GPLs and their number. The advisory gate lengths varied between 900 feet and 1400 feet and were contingent to the weaving demand.  Using data from I-635 in Houston Texas Williams et al. (2010) developed a set of design guidelines based on the results of a simulation methodology developed in VISSIM simulator. The advisory lengths derived from the proposed process are varied between 500 feet per GPL and 875 feet per GPL depending on the weaving demand. The limitations of the aforementioned processes are either based on the fact that are very generic or require data that are difficult to obtain for their implementation. An effort to compare the OLCRs resulting from the proposed methodology with the results of the methodologies available in the literature is presented. For the designs that provide minimum and recommended lengths two hypothetical designs will be derived for each one of them. Table 13 summarizes the findings of this investigation and will be the foundation for the ensuing discussion.   
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Table 13. Comparison of the proposed methodology to common practices 
 Ltotal (feet) L2 (feet) L1 (feet) 
HOV Systems Manual 2500 1300 (Kuhn et al. 2005) 1200 
Fuhs 2000 - 4000 900 - 1400 1100 - 3100 
California DOT 2640 1300 (Kuhn et al.2005) 1140 
Yang 2500 - 3600 900 - 1400 1600 - 2700 
OLCR Model 1800 700 1100  In all cases the length of L1 is overestimated and thus this we result in drivers reaching the adbetwjaceen 4ent to0 th ande HOT lane long before the merging zone becomes availclosed access des 2ig0n p00 fheet.ilos Tophhisy is is a c imopmlemmoenten prdo.b  lem observed in varabiolue;s it v locatioariesns  that a Othne exe exit ramample cp toan bware fdso Lund on the HOT lane of Interstate 394 in Minneapolis, MN prior to ththeyat w perill bfoe acrm thcepeirting lane  aftercohuangisiana Aing mvaneuenue Everas; thtboisu hndas. H a negere, dativrive imers are forced to wait until im  the merging opening becomes available.p Iacn t adon thditioe cn,r thiticisal  gap thsaferpatience can result inetye a c coondncitiorete bns oarn thriere H is violatorO noT ane sss mergingince it isepar to lt u ed to s  ate  the Hthe lOanesT lane w) is phrilese thente p. Tahintedis end banguffer (possible that drivers will ignore the lane ers thif e cthhanging restriction andImpe HlOeTme lane arntine nog tt exp mecertingge to veh thice Hles toOT lanh  propos  m e. At the ed metherodge andolog ciso pnsoiny oneqt,u dentlrivery ars the noat art ale alertedread. y on Ados mwnsentiotreamned o abes  th v f o e, a l106 pr ents the se legomcaent otioocation thn on Interstate 394 was idf interat these act wtuhicalh ne liesed d foorw mnsetrrgentif  eaming I isied- o3 fb9os4rer wvh of the entredic emh thpe giricate isally.  pance ramp merFilguacedre  ging from Louisiana Avenue to I-394 Eastbound. The distance between the beginning of the gate and the entrance ramp to the freeway is approximately 2200 feet. 
 
Figure 106. Test Site on I-394 In order to demonstrate the potential of the proposed tool, Fundamental Diagram characteristics were identified for the examined location following the same procedure described for the validation experiments. Tab
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le 14 summarizes the FD characteristics for 
 
the examined location. Accounting for the delay that selecting a gap on the HOT lane when desiring to merge from its adjacent lane is infused in the process by including the particular lane change in the process as well.  
Table 14. Fundamental diagram parameters GPLs on test site 
Lane 𝒖𝒇 (𝒎𝒊𝒍𝒆𝒔/𝒉𝒐𝒖𝒓) 𝒌𝒋 (𝒗𝒆𝒉𝒊𝒍𝒆𝒔/ 𝒎𝒊𝒍𝒆) 
1 63.78 130.9382 
2 71.52 112.1531 
3 71.29 134.3067 
4 69.48 111.6145   Drivers will need to perform three lane changes to reach the HOT lane and this three-step process was simulated to define the optimal location of the gate. Data for 10 typical weekdays were extracted representing both winter days as well as summer days were used to conclude about the optimal gate design. Specifically, the density evolution for 5 morning peak periods (07:00am - 09:30am) was used as the input to the experiment; the objective was to capture a large number of traffic patterns so that the design can accommodate a broad range of traffic conditions. The developed tool suggests the starting point of the examined gate should be placed 750 feet after the entrance ramp to the freeway so that 95% of the users can receive access to the HOT lane; this is significantly different to the implemented design. The difference between the OLCR tool design and the implemented design is 1450 feet. Figure 107 presents the resulting histogram of the simulated distance that vehicles covered between the entrance ramp and the HOT lane. The proposed starting point as derived from the OLCR tool as well as the implemented design is also illustrated in Figure 108. 
 
Figure 107. Simulated trajectory lengths The suggested length for the OLCR is 1100 feet. For the examined case, a comparison for the length of the gate cannot be made since th
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e reversible segment of the HOT lane starts 
 
exactly after this gate. The results of this example support the claim that existing methodologies suggest OLCR designs downstream of the location that the actual need for merging is expected to appear. 
 
Figure 108. Proposed design Figure 109 presents flow (vehicles/hour) evolution for a typical weekday for the detectors on the adjacent to the HOT lane at the examined segment; one prior to the entrance ramp 
Using the proposed methodology this pattern between the detector signals would not have been observed since drivers would get service at the location that they need it. 
 
Figure 109. Detector signal comparison - flow (vehicles/hour) Proposed implementation 
OLCR methodology is to fit a set of Fundamental diagrams to the GPLs of the examined network and identify their parameters. Once the parameters are defined, the proposed 
(droedw lnsine)tream, one at th of the ime OpLlCemR pentedroposed beginning of the gate (green lmost of the length of the examined beg minningorning o pfeak the g, flate (ow at thblue le Oine)LC.R Iine)t ca and one at slightly the gate is consistentl  pron bpose sedeen th beg at for vehicles that merge in thy hige fhrereew thayan p froriomr L toou thise entriana Aancvenue re andamp; h thavise to can b wait ue transntillb  thated
inning into of  ecomes av e gate r1ec45eiv0 fingeet b trefailafoabficre thle ande gate b merecge toom thes ave HailOTab. As m that is not intended to use it ale.  Indnentio th ned above they have to wait for up to  wat waitsay fo thr the e oadjpaceningent t too th the He HOOTT l lane isane.  
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Tonh ae p forrotphocomsed mingeth closodeodl acogyc wessas d desevigeln foacpedility to. g Tuhide fe engirst sineertep tos’w darecdissio imnsp in dlementingefining th Oe LCRs 
implementation methodology requires the demand signal for typical weekdays during peak hours. In a more refined implementation of the model demand signal derived from a simulation experiment would take into account the expected density reduction of the GPLs in response to the HOT lane’s implementation. This process lies heavily on the selection of the demand input provided to the model in order to output advisory designs. A large number of typical weekdays should be used in the input matrix of this methodology so that a broad spectrum of traffic patterns can be considered towards defining the OLCR. Finally, after the input is defined and the simulation is performed engineers will need to provide a desired percentage of the drivers sample that they aim in providing service for.   
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ition, for each of 
 
thpresese ventedehic in lesF,i bguehreav 110ior c. haracteristics like reaction time and deceleration are selected as 
 
Figure 110. Monte Carlo sampling methodology Sampling distributions For platoon characteristics the sampling distributions were derived through the platoon femormpiratioicaln anal distribysuistio desnscribed earlier. Follower headway, leadhave homogeneous hea dwweraye u sseledec totio cn andonstr exucct lthude initiale cases s thpat cacering h ceadondwitioay, andns. I pn an eflatoofn sort toize  mtrafile.fic  a specific region of density was selected with range betwoeen 1rresp5o andnded 2 to5 v dehisictulesrb peder  In order to create the initial spacing cgis r itioener rolled at least th ond ns of thator with rangee te ofim ouestc foomr eaces bhetw platoeen 1on. and Firs tht ue se tosingim a uulatednifo vrmehtal number integicle sereq ruandencoe thm nue ‘mdic of observed platoonsbe’er  ththise s pellaectotedon w densas ity region the size of th  for generator with rang asse bignetwed a heen 1ead andway base pedl oaton oa un wnifasor smel integecteder. G rivanden tohmat, nu thme lberead er of bFinalasedly o fn thor eace phr fedolefloinewerd p in thlatoe pon slatoiz o thn a he total number of observations foe.  eadway was selected from a set or plfato disotrn libeadutioernss.  Each vehicle in the sequence was assigned a random set of driver characteristics. Distributions for these were derived either from the literature or from observations. Table 15 summarizes the selected distributions. 
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Table 15. Sampling distributions 
Parameter Distribution Follower Empirical distribution for the examined headway location Leader Empirical distribution for the examined headway location Platoon size Empirical distribution for the examined location Reaction time Truncated Normal (1.01,0.37) seconds  (Johansson et al. (1971)) Acceleration Normal (5.6,1) feet/sec^2 rate  (Gipps (1981)) Deceleration 2 * Acceleration rate rate (Gipps (1981)) CDP Normal(35,2.25) feet (observation)  Shockwave propagation model  Tkinemhe coaticre o eqf thuisatio methns. Todhoe rloeasgy ison f a worav de pevelrooppaginga a newtion m modoeld belas, insedtead on o onef u-dimensional esc tablished c sing one of the porondpagitioate intacns selarec-ftedollo wwilingl  m elt u  not bodntil a disture “bancrses avhailapabedl”e in th and the le siterimatuulatedre, w saseq touenc ense uorfe th vehat thiclese initial will  pasrsoupmospedtio pn croan bcesse . D ite thied be hy theade isjuesstipf e cwl ay intr osocdilulatiocedns; th oisp b isaim that this ex erser a mvedaj in ror asealsumption in the disturbances, like isolated lane changes into the HOT.  iment aims in  trisafolfatingic str inseamtancs thesis  of The msshmaoclklesain bt disehtancavioe eacr ofh th foe mllowoderel is is based on a parameter assigned to drivers describing the be norwmavale.ly T dhise Ctribomutedfor.t D  eceleratio wiln Parling toam apetperro (acCDhP) its is lead stoerch washticile  andexp werasienc asingsum a ed to Athfan thter a de liseadturingbanc vehe (inter icdele andceleratio w ln) im isval later than the reaction timil e op intrlement thoducede as eacsigh df each follower thnedriv deecr welilerl acatiot on rne rate.eac Ftioor evn timerye l ater Ifof vllehowicerles in each pair is estimated under the assumption the poat thsitioeyn o wf billo mthaintain th the leadereir and speed the . bsevy 5er0e d % wec, belaseratioed on isn th apeirp esas o l timated positions, will cnce again basieded; o 5n o0 %b hserigvhatioer thnsa n thas de oome closer than the CDP then a more and January and is a part of the calibration process therivne ased fsroigmned th oe rrigecinalordly. The increase chapter. at will be presented lingaters in D in thecisem ber Fshinalockwaly, thvee m. Thoisdel is g acivhesiev drediv berys ano the cthaperab chilecity
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k o acf rcecorodvingering to w afhterich ex if thpere lienceadinging a  vehicle has 
 
a gaccreleatereratio spn iseed im thpan the follower and the distancacceleration is deterlemmienisntedtic u andntil is th de serivpeeded f prormiore between them is more than CDP then  th the ave everent isage ac reaccelerhedatio agn cain.ap Tabhe ilities of a vehicle, as used in previous simulation experiments (Gipps, 1981). A more detailed graphic representation of the model is presented in Figure 111. 
 
Figure 111. Shockwave propagation model structure Methodology Structure Icn oomrbdininger to al siml thue aflate thoreme dentioesiredned w toave pols toropwagaratdsion a satio  c cenario was dsimul n horizon w omputing shockwesavige hnedisto cagrpamables. T ofh e rgealeneristicated seq shuoencckwe oavf 1esas. Us set toing 100 seconds and was sufficient to accomm00 vehic thlese M woasnte C consartrlou sctedam.p ling techniques descroibdedate al abol ve a Sincthcoe srre thes e emimpuolndatededp toiric a dal distributions for leader h streamens wityas tes regtedion b in eacetween 1h iter5ea vdehwicayl s, follower headways and platoon sizes ation to veser pifery m thilat the ande d 2e5ns vityehic reglesio pn cer mondile,itio n was satisfied. If the sampling process did not result in a traffic stream with corresponding density within the desired region, the step was repeated until the condition was satisfied.  
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Figure 112. Example space and speed trajectories for seven vehicles Gap Acceptance refinement Fdoata ccusingollec otion thn we interas coacmtiop n solely between the HOT lane and its’ adjacent GPL an additional speqroucesencs we oasf v uehsedic in oles in rdtherleted to intr beyond the one described in Chapter 5. The outcome of this present HOT facilities.  e effort tood exuce a dplore thistue frbuancture in se behpavecioificr o pfo sinhotsc kowf a savimes in thulatede  From the set of collected gaps for each driver, it rejected all but one, the one that was finally accepted. In this study the turn light indicator was used to signal the intention of the driver 
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to make a lane change. Therefore, all gaps after the indicator light started flashing are considered gaps of interest.  Following all the rejected gaps, the final one was accepted and the driver joined traffic on the HOT. Gaps were measured each time between the rear of the front vehicle and the rear of the following vehicle. In that way, each time one vehicle length was included.  The measured gaps were the ones related to the lane changing maneuver and included gaps that the driver rejected before changing lane and finally the gap that he accepted and joined traffic on the HOT lane. The clips that were analyzed only included cases that vehicles joined the traffic on the HOT lane. Totally 116 gaps were measured and 55 of them were accepted. Additionally, the relative speeds of the subject vehicle as well as the speed of the vehicles on the HOT were extracted.  The selected model is a logit model and the steps of selecting are following the process described in Chapter 6. After interpreting the fitting results for this model the number of rejected gaps was proved to be statistically insignificant as can also be seen from Table 16. Intuitively this can be explained from the fact that in the examined cases drivers decide not to allow their impatience to affect the risk of their selection and could be attributed to the high speed differential between the HOT lane and the adjacent lane. 
Table 16. Fitting results for the 1 model 
 Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|) 
(Intercept) -3.0885 1.07851 -2.864 0.00419 
gap 1.89607 0.35074 5.406 6.45E-08 
Rejected before 0.23141 0.34389 0.673 0.50099 
Relative speed -0.0831 0.02926 -2.839 0.00453  Since the number of rejected gaps was not statistically significant the fitted model is described by Equation 16 while the results of the fitting process are aggregated in Table 17. After removing the third parameter of the model it can be seen that the coefficients that correspond to the other two parameters of the model experienced a minor change. Figure 113 presents the surface described by the fitted model. Pr�𝑔𝑎𝑝 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑑�𝑔𝑎𝑝, 𝑣𝑑𝑖𝑓) = 𝑒(−2.895+1.925∗𝑔𝑎𝑝−0.085∗𝑣𝑑𝑖𝑓)
1 + 𝑒(−2.895+1.925∗𝑔𝑎𝑝−0.085∗𝑣𝑑𝑖𝑓)        (Eq. 16) 
Table 17. Fitting results for the gap acceptance model 
 Estimate Std. Error z 
value 
Pr(>|z|) 
(Intercept) -2.895 1.01128 -2.863 0.0042 
gap 1.92532 0.35553 5.415 6.12E-08 
relative.speed -0.085 0.02944 -2.888 0.00388 
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Figure 113. Surface plot of gap acceptance model  Calibration Ttoh me ratcesuhl tht oe of thbe pserrvoedpo rsed model is a distribution of simulated sthe sup-norm derived fresomu thlts a ce coalmibpraratioison pn orfo thcese ss wimasul datedevel CoDpedho aimckwingave l in menginimths. Iizn oingrd er observed shockwave lengths. F and the CDF of the Tthhe exe afamoreminedentioned test was performed in MATLAB using the command kstest2(x1,x2). In mkseas2stat;ured w shhero cckaswe xav1e l weasng a vece h is either 0th ifs th. Ttor of sime nuhis clol hmymupandlatedothes gi svesho thckrwee oave lutpengutsth ds enowhile x2 wasis is rejected at a user-dtedefined as h c,  a vector of interval and 1 otherwise, p is the asymptotic p value and ks2stat is the test statiso pnf andidenc tic of the comparison.  e Tobhje cectivalibe fratiouncn ption broceesinsg w thase tes formulated as a simple optimization problem with the variables of the problem were tht se mtatisean andtic of th the twe varo siancampe ole Kf thole Nmoogromroalv d Sismtriribnouvtio tesn tht. Tat he describes the speed drop while the constraints were derived from the collected video recordings. The resulting formulation is: 
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𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑓(𝜇,𝜎)        𝒔𝒖𝒃𝒋𝒆𝒄𝒕 𝒕𝒐, 
𝐿𝑏𝜇 ≤ 𝜇 ≤ 𝑈𝑏𝜇 
𝐿𝑏𝜎 ≤ 𝜎 ≤ 𝑈𝑏𝜎  
where f(μ,σ) is the resulting test statistic for a given mean μ and variance σ of the distribution describing the speed drop.  Other parameters of the model such as the Comfort Deceleration Parameter, the deceleration rate and the amount of additional deceleration that drivers implement after the Comfort deceleration Parameter is violated, were calibrated based on observations and the process did not appear to be very sensitive to their selection.  The Comfort Deceleration Parameter is stochastic and was assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of 35 feet and a variance of 2.25. The parameters of the distribution were based on observations obtained during the two days in December 2011 and January 2012 and can be considered as part of the calibration process.  The acceleration is deterministic and is derived from the average acceleration capabilities of a vehicle, as used in previous simulation experiments. Finally, the amount of additional deceleration was 50 % higher than the one assigned originally. The increase by 50 % was once again based on observations as derived from the recordings in December and January. In the case of speed drop, calibrating the parameters of the distribution was based on the described optimization problem. The results of this simulation experiment were sensitive even to the slightest changes in the speed drop distribution and this justifies the additional amount of effort placed on the calibration of the used distribution. The problem was solved in MATLAB using the command fmincon of the optimization toolbox. fmincon(fun,x0,A,b) starts at x0 and finds a minimum x to the function described in fun subject to the linear inequalities A*x <= b. For the problem described above the resulting matrices A and b are: 
𝐴 =  �−1 01 00 −10 1 � , 𝑏 =  ⎝⎛
−𝐿𝑏𝜇
𝑈𝑏𝜇
−𝐿𝑏𝜎
𝑈𝑏𝜎 ⎠
⎞ 
while x0 is a vector with our initial guesses for the mean and the variance of the distribution which were a result of a trial and error process. The results obtained for the parameters of the speed drop distribution are summarized in Table 18.   
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Table 18. Speed drop calibrated parameters 
Segment Mean (miles/hour) Variance (miles/hour) 
6091|608 NB 38.7 4.5 
6130 SB 34 4.9 
6101 SB 37 2.45 Achieving increased demand levels After the proposed model was successfully calibrated to describe shockwave propagation on all the selected locations, an investigation of wave propagation at artificially increased density levels was conducted. The purpose of this task was to evaluate safety conditions on the HOT lane for scenarios that the operation strategy of the HOT lane allowed more vehicles in the facility or operated for a longer period of time at the predefined density boundary of the pricing algorithm.  The operation strategy on the examined location is controlled by a pricing algorithm that is designed so that traffic on the HOT lane is kept below a threshold density level by changing the cost of use for the HOT lane. In that way, for more than 90 % of the time of lane operation time speeds are larger than 45 miles per hour. In this section, an estimate of shockwave length distributions will be produced for density levels slightly over 29 vehicles per mile so that the behavior of the network at the limit can be described. First a mechanism was developed in order to create a realistic traffic flow representation at the desired demand levels. Starting with headways corresponding to uninterrupted conditions (between 15 and 25 vehicles per mile) a sequence of 100 vehicles was created with the same sampling process as described in a previous section. Once again the simulated sequence had to fulfill the density region condition and the corresponding density had to be within the region of 15 and 25 vpm.  The difference between the corresponding density of the sequence and the target density was then transformed into a desired reduction in seconds based on the speed of the sequence. In that way, the aggregated reduction for the sampled headways was computed. The corresponding speed of the increased density levels was assigned to all the vehicles of the stream. The mechanism that was developed for this task was simple yet effective and was based on a scoring system that achieved the desired aggregated reduction iteratively. After implementing a uniform decrease by 10% in all headways of the sequence, their “score” was computed by assigning 5 points for each second of the headway size and subtracting 2 points for each vehicle ahead of the selected headway in the platoon. After the “score” for all the headways in the sequence was computed the headway with the maximum score was reduced by 10 % and after that the “score” was again computed for all headways. This process was repeated until the desired density was achieved. 
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Figure 114. Validation results 
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Figure 115. Shockwave length histogram and density region validation Figure 116, Figure 117, Figure 118 and Figure 119 present the obtained histograms for the various density levels that the location was tested for. In that way first the density region b3etw7.5. Meen 1ost o5 vf thpme s andimu 2lated5 vp smtr weamas ssh hifadted a c byo r5r0e %spo leadndinging d oensf a newity cl roesergio ton o thf 2e l2o.5w verp bmo andund  of the region. The same process was also repeated for an increase of 75 %, 100 % and 150 %. 
 
Figure 116. Resulting shockwave histogram for 50 % increase in density 
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Figure 117. Resulting shockwave histogram for 75 % increase in density 
 
 
Figure 118. Resulting shockwave histogram for 100 % increase in density  
 
Figure 119. Resulting shockwave histogram for 150 % increase in density  
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It can be seen that for the uninterrupted initial conditions and the smallest of the tested increased demand levels (50 %), the resulting histograms depict an exponential distribution governed by the random character of the event. By further increasing the demand and shrinking the car-following distances a second peak in the distribution can be seen in the range of 30 to 50 vehicles. This is a concerning observation since shockwaves that are great in length have a great probability in resulting in a crash.  The observed peak is achieved at densities in the region of 35 vpm (LOS D) which cannot be reached under the current operational strategies. Another interesting observation is that by operating the facility for longer time at the boundary (29 vpm) would not affect safety significantly, a fact that can also be supported by observing Figure 116, Figure 117 and Figure 118. Finally, after density obtains values of 40 vpm the facility exceeds its boundary and all vehicles in the stream experience the disturbance (Figure 119). The comparison between the various levels is illustrated in Figure 120 and Figure 121 by comparing the corresponding cumulative distribution function and the corresponding boxplots. It can be seen that for small increases reaching the operational boundary of the facility the length of the shockwaves does not reach concerning values while after the boundary it appears to become unstable and this results in the observed second peak of the simulated distributions.
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Figure 120. Boxplots of simulated shockwave lengths 
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Figure 121. Cumulative distribution functions of simulated shockwave lengths 
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Southbound between 82nd and 86th and between 86th and 90th scAtrs in the9o0ndth suect.e c ase of the segment btrtedeet. f oFri thguree s 122egm entspres bentsetwetween 8een T2Hnd1 s3 antreet andd Cliff Road a similar investigation wa a comparison between th 86the s strimeet asulate s whelol asckw 8av6the l sengtreet ands  andleng ththse o at thbsere dvedetail sh thocakt it dwave lid fengor ththse p. In threviois cusas ce thase.e m Figuodreel 123 did not capture the obserthveds  depicts the histogram of  the simulated wave lengths and the density region validation. Once again in order to make conclusions about the simulated results the two sample Kolmogorov Smirnov was used. 
 
Figure 122. Validation results 
 
 
Figure 123. Shockwave length histogram and density region validation  Figure 124, Figure 125, Figure 126 and Figure 127 present the obtained histograms for the 
Most of the simulated streams had a corresponding density closer to the lower bound of the region. 
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Figure 124. Resulting shockwave histogram for 50 % increase in density 
 
Figure 125. Resulting shockwave histogram for 75 % increase in density 
 
Figure 126. Resulting shockwave histogram for 100 % increase in density  
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Figure 127. Resulting shockwave histogram for 150 % increase in density  It can be seen once again that for the uninterrupted initial conditions and the smallest of thdise testributedtio incn groeasveredned d bemy thande r levandelos (m5 c0h %ar)ac, thtere r oesf thulting histogramdemand results in shrinking the following distances ande ev dent.ev Aelo fpusrthser d iepncicrt an exease in thponentiale  rseachochkeswav a re legengion thth distribution in the range of 2  second peak in the includes a larger prat isopo srtioignifn oicf thantle sy oimvuerlated 32 v spm5 and the s 3ec5 voehndic pleakes. W shhifen thts toe inc the rrigeasht ande  thoce Ccurring wh hockwaves. The observed second peak of the flifacf riloityad sen density is increased by 100 % i) a degmifent.fere Fnt dinalisltry fibour dtioensn isities obs cerlovsede tos sig 4nif with0 vicpantlm y milder th mos (t oexf thceede oinbsger than the crat in thvatioitical de censasitye o f the right section of the histogram indicating the expected flow breakdown. ns being in Tcohme cbo pomparison betwxplarotsing. It c than be coe srrese peen thondinge vo carru smioen that f muulsativ leve delsis istr ilibluustiotratedn func in tioFin andgure 12 th8e  andcorr Figure 129 by facility the length of the shockwavesal ld incoesr noeast reseac reach choingnc therninge oper valatiouesna wl bhiloe afuesndpoarndy oingf th e thbo e e rundary it appear ter thight of the histos togra bmecs oomf the ue snsimtabullatede and d thistisrib resutioultsns in th. e observed second peak on 
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Figure 128. Boxplots of simulated shockwave lengths 
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Figure 129. Cumulative distribution functions of simulated shockwave lengths 
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Southbound between 98th street and 106th street  Tseghe sment bame setwtepeen 9s perf8othrm sedtreet and in the p 1r0ev6thious two locations were also performed for the ththe se oimbsulated and the observed shockwav stre leet.eng Fthigus. Iren th 130is  cpasrese thentse m a codoelm dparidis noon bt capetwtueen re 131boxp dloemtser indvedic late thengthat ts at the detail that it did for the casonstrates the hhise gtoenergramal o cfh thare sacimter of the wave pe ofr Coplifagf ratiooadn w. Oncase ag capain thturede . Figure vsamalidpatiole Kn.ol Omncoge agorovain i Smn oirnordver w toas m usakede c. Tohnculated wave lengths and the density region e mluosiodelns d abid noout tht cape stuimre thulate edob rseserveultsd th she twockwao- ve lengths at a 90% confidence interval but it was concluded that the ability of the model to describe the observations was satisfactory. 
 
Figure 130. Validation results  
 
Figure 131. Shockwave length histogram and density region validation  
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Fdiensgureity 132 level, Fsi thgure 133 and Figureimplementing a 7at th5 %e l inoccratioease andn was 13 tes4 tedpres foent thr; stare otingbtained with a 5 his0to %gr incamrs finally a 100 % increase. The gap acceas fore, th the ven arious eptance model limited the method’s ability to increase density by 150 % since the headway characteristics of the location would result in cases that no gap would be accepted. 
 
Figure 132. Resulting shockwave histogram for 50 % increase in density  
 
Figure 133. Resulting shockwave histogram for 75 % increase in density 
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Figure 134. Resulting shockwave histogram for 100 % increase in density  It can be seen that the resulting histograms, for the uninterrupted initial conditions and the smallest of the tested increased demand levels (50 %), result in an exponential shape gwohven thernede d bensy thitye r ranegdom character of the event. Even thshockwaves in the rigiohtn is (sev incerre)eas pedart o byf 1 th0e h0 %is,to thge pramropoourgtioh a sn oecf thonde s pimeakulated is o bserved corresponding to the previous two locations.   is a significantly smaller than that Thbcoome cpoarmingpar thise con bxplots. For thisoretwrespeen thondinge v carumiouulsativ leve delsis istr ilibluus F gure lo atio en at incr tiotratedu in ins and 13 th5 c n ev eased n f nctio e candor Fresigupreond 13ing6 b y concerning levels except for the case of the m leaxvelimsu thme s exhamockinedwav ince lengreasthe os df 1o no00 %t ap. proach 
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Figure 135. Boxplots of simulated shockwave lengths 
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Figure 136. Cumulative Distribution Functions of simulated shockwave lengths 
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9. Conclusion This study focused on operational and design features of HOT lanes. HOT lanes’ mobility and safety are heavily contingent on the design of zones (“gates”) that drivers can use to merge in or out of the facility.  During high demand periods, due to the increased friction in these locations, a large speed differential can be observed between the HOT lane and its adjacent lane. Existing methodologies for the design of access zones are limited to engineering judgment or studies that take into consideration an undersized sample of observations. Case in point is the fact that the design philosophes between the two HOT facilities in Minnesota are diametrically opposed. Specifically, the I-394 freeway, the first dynamically priced HOT lane, was designed with a closed access philosophy, meaning that for the greater length of the roadway access to the HOT lane is restricted with only specific short-length sections where access is allowed. In contrast I-35W, the second HOT corridor, was designed with an open access philosophy where lane changes between the HOT and the GPLs are allowed everywhere except for a few specific locations. Naturally this contradiction generates questions as to which design method is better and more importantly what are the safety and mobility considerations in each case. This project was established to investigate these considerations. The approach followed aimed to observe traffic patterns, selecting ones that can serve as quantifying measurements for mobility and safety. Shockwaves were selected to serve as these surrogate measures. Specifically, shockwave characteristics like frequency and length were utilized as surrogates for mobility and safety. Shockwave length was selected as a surrogate of safety based on the assumption that the more vehicles involved in a slow-and-go maneuver, the higher the possibility a driver will fail to react in a timely manner. Shockwave frequency was selected as a surrogate for mobility under the assumption that the more frequent such cycles are, the greater the impact on the HOT lanes average speed and travel time. The two facilities of I-394 and I-35W have been operating with no great safety or operational concerns; therefore, this study utilized the patterns of shockwave activity to uncover differences between the two design philosophies and potentially uncover areas of improvement now or in the future. With the help of MnDOT’s Regional Traffic Management Center surveillance infrastructure combined with the advanced detection and measurement capabilities of the Minnesota Traffic Observatory (MTO), the length and breadth of the two corridors was observed and analyzed. Finally focusing on specific locations of interest, this study showed that traffic on both HOT facilities can be disrupted by deteriorating conditions on the adjacent GPL although in the current levels of HOT lane utilization such disruptions are minimal. Specifically, the average size of observed shockwaves in any location did not exceed four vehicles with maximums not exceeding 15 vehicles. Although not directly related, observations on the high crash area on I-94 have shown that for the probability of crash to increase to levels requiring attention, shockwaves of 25 vehicles or more are needed. It is difficult to compare the two design philosophies because they were designed to serve the needs of two distinct roadways. I-394 is operating very well with the closed access 
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design mainly because the majority of the demand originates from three specific interchanges, I-494, TH-169, and TH-100. The rest of the ramps, comparatively speaking, have much lower demands. As illustrated in this report, this is not the case on I-35W. The interchange density is much higher with entrance ramps very closely spaced and with the majority of those ramps carrying large numbers of HOT eligible vehicles. It would have been very difficult to follow a closed access design on I-35W and preserve the current level of service to the users. Therefore, given the results presented in this report, it would have made little difference in terms of mobility and safety. The second objective of this study was to develop methodologies that address design issues related to forthcoming and existing HOT facilities. Two such methodologies were developed.  The first methodology targeted forthcoming HOT facilities that adopt a closed access philosophy and formed the basis for a software tool capable of defining the OLCRs. The methodology is capable of defining the OLCRs on forthcoming HOT facilities with respect to the positions of entrance or exit ramps. Although the OLCR methodology and tool is primarily useful during the design stage of a HOT, the second tool focuses on existing HOT facilities that follow an open access philosophy and supports operational decisions to allow or restrict access for locations that have been or will reach their operational boundary in the near future. In particular, a shockwave propagation model was developed and captured the shockwave activity on three selected locations of interest on I-35W. After the model was calibrated to reproduce shockwave activity (shockwave lengths) at current traffic conditions, the same activity was reproduced for future demand levels until the examined facilities reached their operational boundary. The results support the validity of the process as the model replicated the distributions of shockwave lengths even at a 90% confidence interval. The developed mechanism was able to force the examined locations up to the boundary by increasing the density of the simulated streams. The boundary was identified as the point in the density domain that the entire simulated stream experienced a disturbance after it was introduced. The developed methodologies were derived so that their transferability is not affected, and hence they can potentially be used by agencies to design HOT lanes without compromising mobility or safety. Both methodologies were driven by an extensive and diverse data collection process and validated against actual observations.    
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A ppendix A – Opti mal Lane Changing Tool 
 
 
The following Matlab code represents the tool for the optimal lane changing region estimation.  Two sets of data are required input: 1) time series information for each lane of the section starting about 500 feet upstream of the merge area describing the evolution of density in 5-minute increments, and 2) the parameters of a Greenshields fitted fundamental diagram for each lane based on several days’ worth of volume and density measurements.  After these two sets of data are read in, the script iterates internally to generate traffic streams and create trajectories for vehicles seeking to enter the HOT lane.  The script terminates when sufficient sample trajectories have been generated such that the distribution of trajectory lengths is stable. The function outputs histogram data of trajectory lengths.  All simulated trajectories are binned into 50-foot groups up to roughly 1 mile in length. % Code for determining gate locations for closed access design % ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- % Inputs to the program: % LaneDensityTimeSeries.xlsx – Density (veh/mi/lane) for each lane in 5-minute blocks % FDparam.xlsx – Fundamental diagram parameters for each lane: freeflow speed and jam density % -----------------------------------------------------------------------------  % Create Blocks of iterations and check with the two sample Kolmogorov- % Smirnov Test about the stability of the outputted distribution total = 0; blockiter = 0; densevol1 = xlsread(‘LaneDensityTimeSeries.xlsx'); serend = length(densevol1); kappa = 1;  for kappa = 1:max(serend)     h = 1;      clearvars blockiter     blockiter = 0;     while h > 0;         blockiter = blockiter + 1;            % Load Fundamental diagram parameters         fdparam = xlsread('FDparam.xlsx');         fdparam1 = fdparam(1,:);         fdparam2 = fdparam(2,:);         fdparam3 = fdparam(3,:);         fdparam4 = fdparam(4,:);         fdparamhot = fdparam(5,:);         % Constructing the other lanes time series and rimming the over capacity states         density(:,1:5) = densevol1(kappa,1:5);          % Trimming the over capacity values && Define speeds for all intervals         a = 1;         b = 3000;         dso = size(density);         for i = 1:dso(1)             for f = a:b;                 speeds(f,1) = 1.4667*(fdparam1(1,1) - fdparam1(1,1)/fdparam1(1,2)* density(i,1));             end             a = a + 3000;             b = b + 3000; 
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        end         a = 1;         b = 3000;         for i = 1:1:dso(1)             for f = a:b;                 speeds(f,2) = 1.4667 * (fdparam2(1,1) - fdparam2(1,1)/fdparam2(1,2)* density(i,2));             end             a = a + 3000;             b = b + 3000;         end         a = 1;         b = 3000;         for i = 1:1:dso(1)             for f = a:b;                 speeds(f,3) = 1.4667 * (fdparam3(1,1) - fdparam3(1,1)/fdparam3(1,2)* density(i,3));             end             a = a + 3000;             b = b + 3000;         end         a = 1;         b = 3000;         for i = 1:1:dso(1)             for f = a:b;                 speeds(f,4) = 1.4667 * (fdparam4(1,1) - fdparam4(1,1)/fdparam4(1,2) * density(i,4));             end             a = a + 3000;             b = b + 3000;         end         a = 1;         b = 3000;         for i = 1:1:dso(1)             for f = a:b;                 speeds(f,5) = 1.4667*(fdparamhot(1,1) - fdparamhot(1,1)/fdparamhot(1,2)* density(i,5));             end             a = a + 3000;             b = b + 3000;         end          % set the counters for matrix construction         residtrim = zeros(5,1);         legbeg = ones(5,1);         legennd = zeros(5,1);         timecount = zeros(5,1);          % Generate headways for the whole time series         for i = 1:dso(1)             %Lane1             intervln1 = procdecfun(density(i,1),residtrim(1,1),fdparam1);             legennd(1,1) = legennd(1,1) + length(intervln1) - 1;             headway(legbeg(1,1):legennd(1,1),1,1) = round(intervln1(1:(end-1),1)*10)/10;             legbeg(1,1) = legennd(1,1) + 1;             residtrim(1,1) = intervln1(end,1);              %Lane2             intervln2 = procdecfun(density(i,2),residtrim(2,1),fdparam2); 
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            legennd(2,1) = legennd(2,1) + length(intervln2) - 1;             headway(legbeg(2,1):legennd(2,1),2,1) = round(intervln2(1:(end-1),1)*10)/10;             legbeg(2,1) = legennd(2,1) + 1;             residtrim(2,1) = intervln2(end,1);              %Lane3             intervln3 = procdecfun(density(i,3),residtrim(3,1),fdparam3);             legennd(3,1) = legennd(3,1) + length(intervln3) - 1;             headway(legbeg(3,1):legennd(3,1),3,1) = round(intervln3(1:(end-1),1)*10)/10;             legbeg(3,1) = legennd(3,1) + 1;             residtrim(3,1) = intervln3(end,1);              %Lane4             intervln4 = procdecfun(density(i,4),residtrim(4,1),fdparam4);             legennd(4,1) = legennd(4,1) + length(intervln4) - 1;             headway(legbeg(4,1):legennd(4,1),4,1) = round(intervln4(1:(end-1),1)*10)/10;             legbeg(4,1) = legennd(4,1) + 1;             residtrim(4,1) = intervln4(end,1);              %Lane5             intervln5 = procdecfun(density(i,5),residtrim(5,1),fdparamhot);             legennd(5,1) = legennd(5,1) + length(intervln5) - 1;             headway(legbeg(5,1):legennd(5,1),5,1) = round(intervln5(1:(end-1),1)*10)/10;             legbeg(5,1) = legennd(5,1) + 1;             residtrim(5,1) = intervln5(end,1);         end         % After the initial conditions are defined create a sequence and assign a time stamp         timedim = cumsum(headway)*10;         timedim = round(timedim);         stdev1 = 3;         horiz = 5*60*10;% define the length of the time         timecount = 0;         thres = exprnd(1,[1000,5]);          % Lane 1 massive trajectory generation         b = 1;         for i = timedim(1,1):(horiz-200)             if timedim(b,1) == i                 Xone(i-1,b,1) = 10;                 speed1(1,b) = speeds(i,1) + 10;                 % Select a region around the macro speed and let the individual speeds fluctuate around it.                 while (speed1(1,b) >= speeds(i,1) + stdev1 || speed1(1,b) <= speeds(i,1) - stdev1)                     speed1(1,b) = normrnd(speeds(i,1),3);                 end                     b = b + 1;              end             % update the X matrix based on the assigned speeds             dimone = size(Xone);             Xone(i,:,1) = Xone(i-1,:,1) + 0.1 * speed1(1,:);              % match the speed of the proceeding vehicles if we have the chance of a collision             for kl = 2:(dimone(2))                 if abs(Xone(i,kl,1) - Xone(i,kl-1,1)) <= thres(kl,1) * (speed1(1,kl)+speed1(1,kl-1))/2;                     speed1(1,kl) = speed1(1,kl-1);                 end 
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            end         end          % Lane 2 massive trajectory generation         b = 1;         for i = timedim(1,2):(horiz-200)             if timedim(b,2) == i                 Xtwo(i-1,b,1) = 0;                 speed2(1,b) = speeds(i,2) + 10;                     % Select a region around the macro speed and let the individual speeds fluctuate around it.                 while (speed2(1,b) >= speeds(i,2) + stdev1 || speed2(1,b) <= speeds(i,2) - stdev1)                         speed2(1,b) = normrnd(speeds(i,2),3);                     end                     b = b + 1;             end             % update the X matrix based on the assigned speeds             dimone = size(Xtwo);                     Xtwo(i,:,1) = Xtwo(i-1,:,1) + 0.1 * speed2(1,:);                  % match the speed of the proceeding vehicles if we have the chance of a collision                 for kl = 2:(dimone(2))                     if abs(Xtwo(i,kl,1) - Xtwo(i,kl-1,1)) <= thres(kl,2) *(speed2(1,kl)+speed2(1,kl-1))/2;                         speed2(1,kl) = speed2(1,kl-1);                     end                 end         end          % Lane 3 massive trajectory generation         b = 1;         for i = timedim(1,3):(horiz-200)             if timedim(b,3) == i                 Xthree(i-1,b,1) = 0;                 speed3(1,b) = speeds(i,3) + 10;                 % Select a region around the macro speed and let the individual speeds fluctuate around it.                 while (speed3(1,b) >= speeds(i,3) + stdev1 || speed3(1,b) <= speeds(i,3) - stdev1)                     speed3(1,b) = normrnd(speeds(i,3),3);                 end                     b = b + 1;             end             % update the X matrix based on the assigned speeds             dimone = size(Xthree);                     Xthree(i,:,1) = Xthree(i-1,:,1) + 0.1 * speed3(1,:);                  % match the speed of the proceeding vehicles if we have the chance of a collision                 for kl = 2:(dimone(2))                     if abs(Xthree(i,kl,1) - Xthree(i,kl-1,1)) <= thres(kl,3) *(speed3(1,kl)+speed3(1,kl-1))/2;                         speed3(1,kl) = speed3(1,kl-1);                     end                 end         end          % Lane 4 massive trajectory generation         b = 1;         for i = timedim(1,4):(horiz-200)             if timedim(b,4) == i 
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                Xfour(i-1,b,1) = 0;                 speed4(1,b) = speeds(i,4) + 10;                     % Select a region around the macro speed and let the individual speeds fluctuate around it.                     while (speed4(1,b) >= speeds(i,4) + stdev1 || speed4(1,b) <= speeds(i,4) - stdev1)                     speed4(1,b) = normrnd(speeds(i,4),3);                     end                     b = b + 1;             end             % update the X matrix based on the assigned speeds             dimone = size(Xfour);                     Xfour(i,:,1) = Xfour(i-1,:,1) + 0.1 * speed4(1,:);                  % match the speed of the proceeding vehicles if we have the chance of a collision                 for kl = 2:(dimone(2))                     if abs(Xfour(i,kl,1) - Xfour(i,kl-1,1)) <= thres(kl,4) *(speed4(1,kl)+speed4(1,kl-1))/2;                         speed4(1,kl) = speed4(1,kl-1);                     end                 end         end          % Lane 5 massive trajectory generation         b = 1;         for i = timedim(1,5):(horiz-200)             if timedim(b,5) == i                 Xfive(i-1,b,1) = 0;                 speed5(1,b) = speeds(i,5) + 10;                     % Select a region around the macro speed and let the individual speeds fluctuate around it.                     while (speed5(1,b) >= speeds(i,5) + stdev1 || speed5(1,b) <= speeds(i,5) - stdev1)                     speed5(1,b) = normrnd(speeds(i,5),3);                     end                     b = b + 1;             end             % update the X matrix based on the assigned speeds             dimone = size(Xfive);                     Xfive(i,:,1) = Xfive(i-1,:,1) + 0.1 * speed5(1,:);                  % match the speed of the proceeding vehicles if we have the chance of a collision                 for kl = 2:(dimone(2))                     if abs(Xfive(i,kl,1) - Xfive(i,kl-1,1)) <= thres(kl,5) *(speed5(1,kl)+speed5(1,kl-1))/2;                         speed5(1,kl) = speed5(1,kl-1);                     end                 end         end         disp('General Purpose lanes trajectory extraction completed')          %% start dropping vehicles from the ramp         a = 1;         b = 1;         Tveh1(200,1) = 1;         Tveh2(199,1) = 300;         tou = zeros(5,5000);         testspeed(2:6,1) = speeds(1,1:5) + 10;         % Select a region around the macro speed and let the individual speeds fluctuate around it.         for i = 2:6 
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            while (testspeed(i,1) >= (speeds(200,i-1) + stdev1) || testspeed(i,1) <= speeds(200,i-1) - stdev1 && testspeed(i,1) >= speeds(200,i-1))                 testspeed(i,1) = normrnd(speeds(200,i-1),2);             end             end          % Unimodal TAP         flat = [-1;-1;-1;-1;-1];         while flat <= 1             flat = normrnd(0,2.2,[5,1]);         end          reac(1:5,1) = round(flat * 10);          % Sample a vehicle length for the test vehicle         g = randi([1 100]);         perclan = [52 95 100];         if g <= perclan(1);             testlength(1) = 14;         elseif perclan(1) < g <= perclan(2);             testlength(1)= 17;         elseif  perclan(2) < g <= perclan(3)             testlength(1) = 40;         end          upbod(1) = testspeed(2,1);         testspeed(1,1) = 10 * 1.4667;          for i = 200:(horiz-200)             for k = a:b;                  clear targpos gap                  % Time on lane 0                 if (Tveh1(i,k) == 1 && tou(1,k) == 0)                     if testspeed(1,k) >= upbod(k)                     Tveh2(i,k) = Tveh2(i-1,k) + testspeed(1,k) * 0.1;                     else                          Tveh2(i,k) = Tveh2(i-1,k) + testspeed(1,k) * 0.1 + 0.5 * 7 * 0.01;                         testspeed(1,k) = testspeed(1,k) + 0.1 * 7;                       end                     targpos(:,1) = Xone(i,:)';                     targpos(targpos == 0) = [];                     gap = leadlag(targpos,Tveh2(i,k),testlength(k));                         % Gap acceptance for lane 1                             gappacc = gapeval(gap,speeds(i,1)/1.4667,testspeed(1,k)/1.4667);                             % If the gap is accepted                             if gappacc >= 0.5;                                % Find the time that the lane change will take after the driver accepts a gap.                                lagt = 20;                                while (lagt >= 10 || lagt<=1);                                lagt = normrnd(2.8,0.6);                                end                                lagt = round(lagt*10);                                for p = 1:lagt                                    Tveh1(i+p,k) = 1; 
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                                   Tveh2(i+p,k) = Tveh2(i+p-1,k) + 0.1 * testspeed(1,k);                                end                                tou(1,k) = 1;                                Tveh1(i+p+1,k) = 2;                             else Tveh1(i+1,k) = 1;                             end                  % Time on lane 1                 elseif  (Tveh1(i,k) == 2 && tou(2,k)==0);                     Tveh2(i,k) = Tveh2(i-1,k) + testspeed(2,k) * 0.1;                     targpos(:,1) = Xtwo(i,:);                     targpos(targpos == 0) = [];                     gap = leadlag(targpos,Tveh2(i,k),testlength(k));                         % Gap acceptance for lane 2                             gappacc = gapeval(gap,speeds(i,2)/1.4667,testspeed(2,k)/1.4667);                             % Hold the vehicle for one reaction time before looking for a gap                             lad = Tveh1(:,k);                             lad = lad(lad == 2);                             if length(lad)<=reac(2,k)                                 gappacc = 0;                             end                             % If the gap is accepted                             if gappacc >= 0.5;                                lagt = 20;                                while (lagt >= 10 || lagt <= 1);                                lagt = normrnd(2.8,0.6);                                end                                lagt = round(lagt*10);                                for p = 1:lagt                                    Tveh1(i+p,k) = 2;                                    Tveh2(i+p,k) = Tveh2(i+p-1,k) + 0.1 * testspeed(2,k);                                end                                tou(2,k) = 1;                                Tveh1(i+p+1,k) = 3;                             else Tveh1(i+1,k) = 2;                             end                            % Time on lane 2                            elseif  (Tveh1(i,k) == 3 && tou(3,k)==0);                     Tveh2(i,k) = Tveh2(i-1,k) + testspeed(3,k) * 0.1;                     targpos(:,1) = Xthree(i,:);                     targpos(targpos == 0) = [];                     gap = leadlag(targpos,Tveh2(i,k),testlength(k));                         % Gap acceptance for lane 1                             gappacc = gapeval(gap,speeds(i,3)/1.4667,testspeed(3,k)/1.4667);                             % Hold the vehicle for one reaction time before looking for a gap                             lad = Tveh1(:,k);                             lad = lad(lad == 3);                             if length(lad) <= reac(3,k)                                 gappacc = 0;                             end                             % If the gap is accepted                             if gappacc >=0.5;                                lagt = 20;                                while (lagt >= 10 || lagt<=1);                                lagt = normrnd(2.8,0.6); 
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                               end                                lagt = round(lagt*10);                                for p = 1:lagt                                    Tveh1(i+p,k) = 3;                                    Tveh2(i+p,k) = Tveh2(i+p-1,k) + 0.1 * testspeed(3,k);                                end                                tou(3,k) = 1;                                Tveh1(i+p+1,k) = 4;                             else Tveh1(i+1,k) = 3;                             end                                     % Time on lane 3                             elseif  (Tveh1(i,k) == 4 && tou(4,k)==0);                     Tveh2(i,k) = Tveh2(i-1,k) + testspeed(4,k)* 0.1;                     targpos(:,1) = Xfour(i,:);                     targpos(targpos == 0) = [];                     gap = leadlag(targpos,Tveh2(i,k),testlength(k));                         % Gap acceptance for lane 1                             gappacc = gapeval(gap,speeds(i,4)/1.4667,testspeed(4,k)/1.4667);                             % Hold the vehicle for one reaction time before looking for a gap                             lad = Tveh1(:,k);                             lad = lad(lad == 4);                             if length(lad) <= reac(4,k)                                 gappacc = 0;                             end                             % If the gap is accepted                             if gappacc >= 0.5;                                lagt = 20;                                while (lagt >= 10 || lagt<=1);                                lagt = normrnd(2.8,0.6);                                end                                lagt = round(lagt*10);                                for p = 1:lagt                                    Tveh1(i+p,k) = 4;                                    Tveh2(i+p,k) = Tveh2(i+p-1,k) + 0.1 * testspeed(4,k);                                end                                tou(4,k) = 1;                                Tveh1(i+p+1,k) = 5;                             else Tveh1(i+1,k) = 4;                             end                     % Time on lane 4                            elseif  (Tveh1(i,k) == 5 && tou(5,k)==0);                     Tveh2(i,k) = Tveh2(i-1,k) + testspeed(5,k)* 0.1;                     targpos(:,1) = Xfive(i,:);                     targpos(targpos == 0) = [];                     gap = leadlag(targpos,Tveh2(i,k),testlength(k));                         % Gap acceptance for lane 1                             gappacc = gapeval(gap,speeds(i,5)/1.4667,testspeed(5,k)/1.4667);                             % Hold the vehicle for one reaction time before looking for a gap                             lad = Tveh1(:,k);                             lad = lad(lad == 5);                             if length(lad) <= reac(5,k)                                 gappacc = 0;                             end                             % If the gap is accepted                             if gappacc >= 0.5; 
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                               lagt = 20;                                while (lagt >= 10 || lagt<=1);                                lagt = normrnd(2.8,0.6);                                end                                lagt = round(lagt*10);                                for p = 1:lagt                                    Tveh1(i+p,k) = 5;                                    Tveh2(i+p,k) = Tveh2(i+p-1,k) + 0.1 * testspeed(4,k);                                end                                tou(5,k) = 1;                                Tveh1(i+p+1,k) = 6;                             else Tveh1(i+1,k) = 5;                             end                     % Reset the counters                 elseif Tveh1(i,a) == 6                        a = a + 1;                 end             end              if Tveh2(i-1,k) >= 500;                    b = b + 1;                    Tveh1(i+1,b) = 1;                    Tveh2(i,b) = 300;                    testspeed(2:6,b) = speeds(i,1:5) + 10;                    % Assign speed to the new vehicle for all the lanes                        for u = 2:6                            while (testspeed(u,b) >= (speeds(i,u-1) + stdev1) || testspeed(u,b) <= speeds(i,u-1) - stdev1 && testspeed(u,b) >= speeds(i,u-1))                                   testspeed(u,b) = normrnd(speeds(i,u-1),2);                            end                            end                        upbod(b) = testspeed(2,b);                        testspeed(1,b) = 10 * 1.4667;                          % Unimodal TAP                        flat = [-1;-1;-1;-1;-1];                                 while flat <= 1                                 flat = normrnd(0,2.2,[5,1]);                                 end                         reac(1:5,b) = round(flat * 10);                     % Assign vehicle length                    g = randi([1 100]);                    perclan = [52 95 100];                         if g <= perclan(1);                             testlength(b) = 14;                         elseif perclan(1) < g <= perclan(2);                             testlength(b)= 20;                         elseif  perclan(2) < g <= perclan(3)                             testlength(b) = 40;                         end            end         end          %% Counting the time spent on each lane 
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        marg = size(Tveh1);         a = 1;         for i = 1:marg(2)             totaldist(i,1) = max(Tveh2(:,i)) - 300;         testtraj = Tveh1(:,i);         testtraj(testtraj == 0) = [];             b = 0;             if max(testtraj) == 6;                 for h = 1:length(testtraj)                   if testtraj(h,1) == a                      b = b + 1;                     else a = a + 1;                         increm(a-1,i) = b;                        b = 1;                   end                  end             end             % Reset the counter             if a == 6;                a = 1;             end             clear testtraj         end         disp('End of Block')          disp(blockiter)         base = total(:,kappa);         base(base == 0) = [];         % Perform the 2 sample Kolmogorov Smirnov Test                 if blockiter >= 2                     h = kstest2(base,[base;totaldist],0.95);                 end                 dim = length(totaldist) + length(base);         total(1:dim,kappa) = [base;totaldist];         clearvars -except total h blockiter densevol1 kappa serend     end% end of while     clc     total = [total zeros(length(total),1)]; end % of second while  final_list = total(:); out_data = histc(final_list,[50:50:5300]);    
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This second set of code covers the tool replicating shockwave generation at open access facilities.  Four sets of data are needed at the start: a sample list of platoon sizes representative of the HOV lane, a sample list of follower headways for vehicles within those platoons, and a sample list of leader headways for those platoons.  Using these lists of characteristics, traffic streams will be generated within the HOV lane. The fourth set of data is speed measurements on the HOT and the Adjacent PGL to identify the speed drop during the lane change.  Based on a gap acceptance model, a vehicle is inserted into the HOV lane to generate a shockwave.  The vehicles upstream react using kinematic relationships and the shockwave is tracked.  The function outputs histogram data based on the shockwaves observed, with counts for every shockwave length from 1 up to the maximum observed shockwave. % Code for determining high shockwave activity within open access system % ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- % Inputs to the program: % platoonsize.xlsx – List of platoon sizes representative of the HOV lane %  followerheadways.xlsx – List of headways for followers %  leaderheadways.xlsx – List of leader headways for platoons % speeddata.xlsx – List of speed measurements on the HOV and adjacent lanes when lane changes  %    occur %  % Outputs: % out_data – Histogram data of shockwave lengths  % -----------------------------------------------------------------------------  % Code for estimating the length that a shockwave will propagate based on  % empirical distributions. A Monte Carlo sampling process constructs a  % sequence of vehicles based on the collected observations for the platoon  % sizes and headways with respect to the platoon sizes. Kinematic equations  % are the core of the experiment used in a new car following model.  % Panagiotis Stanitsas / John Hourdos % University of Minnesota  count = input('How many iterations would you like?           ');   [~,~,all1] = xlsread('platoonsize.xlsx'); [~,~,all2] = xlsread('followerheadways.xlsx');  [~,~,all3] = xlsread('leaderheadways.xlsx'); [~,~,all4] = xlsread('speeddata.xlsx');   for i = 1:length(all1);     platoonsize(i,1) = all1{i,1}; end  for i = 1:length(all2);     for j = 1:7         sepfolhead(i,j) = all2{i,j};     end end  for i = 1:length(all3);     leaderheadway(i,1) = all3{i,1}; 
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end  leaderheadway(leaderheadway == 0) = []; platoonsize(platoonsize > 7) = [];  % The loop will terminate if one vehicle is not forced to decelerate. kkk = 2; test = 1; mntcr = 1; while test > 0;     b = 100;     disp(mntcr)     sequencelength = 0;     while b > 90;         b = normrnd(57,6);     end     gapthreshold(mntcr) = normrnd(0.8,0.05);     % Creating the initial matrices of zero to increase the speed of the experiment     hd = zeros(1,1);     maxacc = zeros(100,1);     maxdec = zeros(100,1);       vehlen = zeros(100,1);     X = zeros(1000,100);     V = zeros(1000,100);     decstoppoint = zeros(100,1);     accstoppoint = zeros(100,1);     rt = zeros(100,1);     rcomp = zeros(100,1);      %% Generating values for the model variables using distribution number generators     for i=1:100;         maxacc(i) = normrnd(5.6,0.3^2);         maxdec(i) = 2 * maxacc(i);         vehlen(i) = normrnd(18,1.5^2);         while rt(i) < 0.5             rt(i) = normrnd(1,0.3);         end         rcomp(i) = normrnd(35,1.5^2);     end       %% Sampling from the empirical distribution for proper headways and      % Creating the sequence of different platoons and assigning leader headways     sum = 1;     j = 1;     while sum <= 93;        plindex = randi(length(platoonsize),1,1);        platoon(j,1) = platoonsize(plindex,1);        ldhdindex = randi(length(leaderheadway),1,1);        hd(sum,1) = leaderheadway(ldhdindex,1);        if platoon(j,1) > 1;            for i = 2:platoon(j,1);                folheadcol = sepfolhead(:,i);                folheadcol(folheadcol == 0) = [];                flhdindex = randi(length(folheadcol),1,1); 
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               hd(sum + i-1,1) = folheadcol(flhdindex);            end        end        sum = sum + platoon(j,1);        j = j + 1;     end       % Aggregating headways     go = 0;     for i =1:length(hd)         go = go + hd(i,1);     end       % Corresponding macro measurements     flow = 3600 * length(hd) / go;     spacmeanspeed = 65 / 1.02;     density = flow / spacmeanspeed;          %% Introducing the disturbance at a point that is derived based on the gap selection model     accprob = 0;     kk = 0;     while accprob < gapthreshold;         kk = kk + 1;         accprob = gapacc(hd(kk),kk-1,b);     end       hd = hd(kk:length(hd),1);       %% Validating the sequence     if (density < 25 && density > 15)         %% Creating the leader's trajectory         densitystored(mntcr,1) = density;         densitystored(mntcr,2) = 15;         densitystored(mntcr,3) = 25;         X(1,1) = 1000;         V(1,1) = 95.3355;         % Point obtaining the minimum speed         minspeed = sampleSpeeds(all4);         decstoppoint(1) = round(10 * b/(0.5 * maxdec(1)));         accstoppoint(1) = round(10 * b/(maxacc(1)));           for i=2:1000;             % First 0.5 secs of undisturbed movement             if (i >= 1 && i <= 50);                     V(i,1)= V(1,1);             X(i,1)= X(i-1,1) + V(i-1,1)*0.1;             end             % Decelerating part             if (i > 50 && i <= 50 + decstoppoint(1));                 V(i,1) = V(i-1,1) - 0.5 * maxdec(1)*0.1;                 X(i,1) = X(i-1,1) + V(i-1,1) * 0.1 - 0.5 * 0.5 * maxdec(1) * 0.1^2;             end             % Acelerating part             if (i > (50 + decstoppoint(1)) && i <= (50 + decstoppoint(1) + accstoppoint(1)));                 V(i,1) = V(i-1,1) + maxacc(1)*0.1; 
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                X(i,1) = X(i-1,1) + V(i-1,1) * 0.1 + 0.5 * maxacc(1) * 0.1^2;             end             % Second linear part             if (i > 50 + decstoppoint(1) + accstoppoint(1))                 V(i,1) = V(i-1,1);                 X(i,1) = X(i-1,1) + V(i-1,1)*0.1;             end          end          %% Creating the following vehicles trajectories according to kinematic equations.         agrt = 0;         h3 = 0;         i = 2;         while i < sum;             h1 = 0;             h2 = 0;             % Initial position for the following vehicle             V(1,i) = 95.3355;             X(1,i) = X(1,i-1) - hd(i) * 95.3355;             agrt = agrt + rt(i);                % 1st part of undisturbed movement             for j = 2:round(50 + agrt * 10);                     V(j,i) = V(1,i);                 X(j,i) = X(j-1,i) + V(j-1,i)*0.1;             end             % position at this point             secondvehpos = X(round(50 + agrt * 10),i);              % car following part beginning             decthres = maxdec(i-1);             for j = (round(50 + agrt * 10)+1):1000;                 % Estimated position of the leader given the speed at the previous interval;                 estposleader = X(j-1,i-1) + V(j-1,i-1) * 0.1;                 estposfol = X(j-1,i) + V(j-1,i)*0.1;                 % Implement the threshold deceleration                 V(j,i) = V(j-1,i);                 X(j,i) = X(j-1,i) + V(j-1,i) * 0.1;                 % check if the follower needs to decelerate or accelerate;                 if (estposleader-estposfol <= 3*rcomp(i) && estposleader-estposfol > rcomp(i) && V(j,i) > (V(j,i-1)));                     V(j,i) = V(j-1,i) - decthres * 0.1;                     X(j,i) = X(j-1,i) + V(j-1,i) * 0.1 - 0.5 * decthres * 0.1^2;                     h1 = 1;                 elseif (estposleader - estposfol <= rcomp(i) && V(j,i) > (V(j,i-1)))  ;                     V(j,i) = V(j-1,i) - maxdec(i) * 0.1;                     X(j,i) = X(j-1,i) + V(j-1,i) * 0.1 - 0.5 * 1.5 * maxdec(i) * 0.1^2;                     h2 = 1;                 % else check if the follower needs to accelerate                 elseif (estposleader - estposfol > rcomp(i) && V(j,i) < (V(j,i-1)));                     V(j,i) = V(j-1,i) + maxacc(1) * 0.1;                     X(j,i) = X(j-1,i) + V(j-1,i) * 0.1 + 0.5 * maxacc(1) * 0.1^2;                 elseif (V(j-1,i) >= V(1,1));                      V(j,i) = V(1,1);                     X(j,i) = X(j-1,i) + V(j-1,i) * 0.1;                  end             end             i = i + 1; 
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            j = i;             if (h1 == 0 && h2 == 0)                 wavelength(mntcr,1) = j-1;                 meanwavelength(mntcr,1) = mean(wavelength);                 i = sum + 1;             end         end          mntcr = mntcr + 1;         if mntcr == kkk * 300;             x1 = wavelength(1:(kkk-1)*300,1);             x2 = wavelength(:,1);             test = kstest2(x1,x2,0.95);             kkk = kkk + 1;             test = + test;         end     end end  out_data = histc(wavelength,[0:(max(wavelength)+1)]);  
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